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Abstract 
This thesis is a contribution to the theory of noniinear filtering, and is concerned 
with hvo basic issues. The first of these deals with pathwise uniqueness and unique- 
ness in law for solutions of the measure-valued stochâstic differentid equations of 
nonlinear filtering, in the case mhere there is genuine dependence of the signal on 
the observation process. The second issue uses this uaiqueness to establish conver- 
gence of nonlinear filters corresponding to a class of djmamical systems governed 
by sigularly perturbed stochastic differential equations, in which the perturbation 
is wide-band random process with certain ergodic properties. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction: Goals and 
Organization of Thesis 
In this introductory chapter we give an informal siimmary of our main research 
goals, and then indicate the overd  structure of the thesis- 
1.1 Research Problem and Research Goals 
This thesis is a contribution to the general theory of nonlinear filtering, a well- 
established branch of applied probability, which is important in many practical 
applications such as the inertial guidance of aircraft and space vehicles, and which 
also continues to offer interesting theoretical problems. Our interest here is Iess 
concerned with specific applications and is more focused on some of these theoretical 
problerns. The present section provides a short and rather informa1 summary of 
the so-called nonlinear filtering problem, together with a brief discussion of the 
modeling issues involved. We will then indicate the main research problems of the 
thesis in the light of this s u m m q -  
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In many problems of engineering one has a random process {Y), called the 
signal, which is defined on the probability space (O, 3, P) and takes values in 
some complete separable metric space El. For various reasons the signal cannot 
be observed directly, and hence is not precisely known to us. Together with the 
signal we &O have available another process (Y;), called an obseruation process, 
defhed on the same probability space (R, F, P ) ,  which typically takes values in 
a finite dimensional Euclidean space Rr, and which is somehow related to the 
signal. The observation process, in contrast to the signal, is precisely known to 
us, and in fact comprises al1 of our observed information about the signal- The so- 
called nonlinearfiltering problem is to make "best " use of the information available 
in the observation process to ascertain "as much as possible" about the signal. 
To add some precision to this rather informal statement let us note that, in the 
circumstances, the most information that we can hope to ascertain about the signal 
Xt is its conditional distribution given the observation record {Y,: O 5 s 5 t). Thus, 
the goal of nonlinear filtering is to determine this conditionai distribution at each 
instant t. Put another way, the goal of nonlinear filtering is to determine, at each 
instant t ,  the mapping q : R + P(El) (where - see the Glossary of Notation 
and Terminology in Appendk E - we use P(Ei) to denote the collection of all 
probability measures on the Borel u-algebra of the metric space El) mhich gives 
the conditional distribution of X, based on the observation {Y,, O 5 s 5 t), in the 
sense t hat 
for each t and each f E B(E1). In this statement we have used (see the G l o s s q  of 
Notation and Terminology in Appendix E) B (E l )  to denote the set of al1 unifonnly 
bounded Borel meamrable mappings f : EL + R, and 
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The P(Ei)-valued process Crt) is usually called the nonlinear filter of the signal 
{X t  ) correspondzng to  the observation process {Y,). In order to ded  with the prob- 
lem of determining, or a t  least charaderizing, this nonlinear filter {q), we must 
postdate specific mathematical models for both the signal { X t }  and for the rela- 
tionship between the signal and observation process {x). The classical theory of 
nonlinear filtering, pioneered by Fujisaki, Kallianpur and Kunita [IO], Zakai [39], 
and others, proceeds on the b a i s  of these postulated moàels to derive recursive 
formulas, typically in the form of stochastic differential equations, which charac- 
terize the "probability measure-valued" process { T ~ ) ,  and which can, at least in 
principle, be "solved" for the process { r r t )  (these equations dl be discussed in 
Chapter 2). It is in this sençe that we attain our original goal of making best use 
of the information in the obsen-ation process to leam as much as we can about the 
signal process. 
The mathematical models for the signal and for the relationship between the 
signal and observation process, can be formulated at various levels of generality, 
but it is always the case that the simpler the mode1 the easier it is to "implement7' 
the recursive formulas given to us by nonlinear filtering. We therefore want to use 
the very simplest rnodels that are reasonably consistent with physical reality. A 
rather simple mode1 that is very commonly used for the relation between the signal 
and observation process is of the form 
observation = some non-random function of signal + noise, 
where the "noise" is Gaussian white noise. To make this mode1 tractable by the 
methods of stochastic analysis, we rewrite the preceding relation in "integrated" 
form, so that the observation process {K) is redly modeled as an Rr-valued process 
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Here h : El + IRr is a Borel-measurable mapping (called the "sensor function") 
which is characteristic of the technical apparatus used to observe the signal, and 
{Wt) is an Rr-valued standard Wiener process on (Cl, F, P) which models the 
'boise" that is an inevitable consequence of any attempt to observe the signal. 
Next, we consider mathematical models for the signal { X L )  itself. A particularly 
important class of signals, very common in many applications, are those which 
take values in some finite-dimensional Euclidean space (Le. El := Rd) and which 
represent the state of a randomly pertwbed dynamical systern. In this case a £ce- 
quently used mode1 for the signal {Xt ) is that it is the solution of an Itô stochastic 
differential equation (SDE) of the form 
(see, e.g. Rijisaki, KaIlianpur and Kunita [10]), in which the mappings b : Rd gd Rd, 
B : Rd pd Rdxr, and and c : Rd -+ IRdxL axe at least locally bounded Borel mea- 
surable (and typically sub ject to other restrictions which ensure e-g. existence and 
some type of uniqueness), {&} is an ~'-~dolued standard Wiener process on the 
same probability space (R, 3, P) on which the Rr-valued Wiener process {TVt) in 
(1.1.2) is defined, and Xo, {K), and {Wt ) are statistically independent. In (1.1.3), 
the mapping b : Rd -+ Rd accounts for the "aggregate" or "unperturbed" dynamics 
of the system, the term "B (Xt ) dl&" accounts for random perturbations that arise 
from possible "feedback" of the observation process {K} in (1.1.2) to the input 
of the dynamical system, and the term "c(X,) dlr," accounts for further perturba- 
tions that are interna1 to  the dynamical system and statistically independent of 
the observation Wiener process {Wt). In many applications there is actually no 
"feedback" of the observation process to the dynamics of the signal, in which case 
we can take B = O in (1.1.3), so that the signal { X t )  is modeled by the simpler 
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relation 
That said, it is nevertheless true that applications in which feedback is present 
are increasingly common (particularly in the inertial guidance of satefites and 
aircraft), and in this case the second term on the right hand side of (1.1.3) is an 
essential element of the model for the signal { X t ) .  We note that the presence of 
this term introduces a dependence (or correlation) between the signal {X,) and the 
observation Wiener process {IVt}, which in turn often rnakes the analysis of the 
associated nonlinear filtering problem significantly more difficult t han for the case 
where B S O and { X t )  and {Wt} are consequently independent. 
With the preceding discussion in mind we next formulate the rough outlines of 
the fbst of the two main research problems with which the present thesis will be 
concerned. Consider the nonlinear filtering problem in which the signal is modeled 
by (1.1.3) and the observation process is given by (1.1.2). The question of unique- 
ness of the solutions of the measure-vdued SDEs which characterize the nodinear 
filter {nt) has attracted considerable attention, and continues to oEer interesting 
challenges. We are particularly interested in establishing uniqueness in distribu- 
tion for the so-called normulized filter equation (this equation will be reviewed in 
Chapter 2). This question has already been studied by Szpirglas [36], who estab- 
lished uniqueness in distribution for the normalized filter equation in the special 
case where the signal { X t }  is independent of the Wiener process {Wt) in the obser- 
vation equation (1.1.2). In the context of the preceding model this corresponds to 
taking B = O in (1.1.3), or, equivdently, uçing (1.1.4) as the model of the signal. 
In the case where genuine feedback is present, so that B # O in (1.1.3), it turns 
out that the clever semigroup arguments of Szpirglas [36] no longer apply, and a 
fundamentally different approach is needed. We take up t his question in Chapter 3, 
and establish uniqueness in law for the normalized filter equation when the signal 
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is modeled by the SDE (1.1.3). The basic tools that we use are results on evolution 
equations (or forward equations) due to Kurtz [21]. 
The second research problem in this thesis may properiy be viewed as an a p  
plication of the uniqueness results outlined in the preceding paragraph, and is 
concerned with justifjnng the common practice of using Itô SDEs as models for the 
signal {Xt ) .  The main criticism of an Itô equation such as (1.1.4) is the use of a 
Wiener process {K), with all of its drastic oversimplifications of physical reality, 
as the internal source of "randomness" in the model. We emphasize that  this ques- 
tion extends well beyond the nonlinear filtering context Chat we are considering, 
and indeed makes sense in any situation where one wants to model a randomly 
perturbed dynamical system by means of Itô SDEs. In fact, this question goes to 
the very crux of what we truly understand by a "randomly perturbed dynamicd 
system" . This issue has been studied by Stratonovich [34] Khas'minskii [17], and 
Biankenship and Papanicolaou [5], who reach the conclusion that a more realistic 
and satisfactory notion of a "randomly perturbed dynamical system" is a singularly 
perturbed random ordina,ry differential equation (ODE) of the form 
The main elements of this mode1 are 
(i) a "weak mixing" process { Z t ) ,  taking values in some metric space S, such 
that Zt converges in distribution to a probability measure on the space S as 
t + m .  
(ii) mappings F, G : Rd x S i Rd which are sufEciently well-behaved to ensure 
that (1.1.5) has a unique solution {X:} for each sample-path of the process {Zt).  
(iii) a small parameter E E (0,1]. 
In the model (l.l.5), the S-valued process {Zt )  is to be regarded as the internal 
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source of randomness, the vector field G appearing in the second term on the right 
side of (1.1.5) models the aggregate drift, and the vector field F in the Erst term on 
the right side of (1.1.5) models rapid local fluctuations around the paths determined 
by this drift. Notice that F ( x ,  ZSlc2) and F(x, Zt/$) are "almost independent" for 
k e d  x E Rd and s # t (since 6 > O is small and (2,) is "weak mixing"), which 
in turn ensures that the local fluctuations are indeed rapid provided that E > O is 
suEciently small. We also want the local fluctuations contributed by the £k t  term 
on the right of (1.1.5) to be essentially cLaimless", without any overd drift, at least 
asymptotically for large t. To this end, the final element in the model given by 
(1.1.5') is that the condition 
be satisfied ( P  is the limiting probability measure in (i)). The main result linking 
the model (1.1.5) to solutions of the SDE (1.1.4), which has been established at 
varying levels of ngor and generality by Stratonovich [34], Khas'mùlskïi [17], and 
Blankenship and Papanicolaou [5], is as follows: The Rd-valued continuous pro- 
cess {X;) (given by (1.1.5)) converges in distribution to the Rd-valued continuous 
solution {X,) of (1.1 -4) as E -t 0, namely 
lim L ( X E )  = 13 (X) in P (CRd [O, CS)), 
€-+O+ 
subject to various technical conditions, and provided that the functions b ( - )  and c(.) 
in (1.1.4) are calculated in terms of the main elements of the model (1.1.5) using 
formulas established in [34], [17], and [5] (we will give these formulas in full detail 
in Chapter 4). The convergence (1.1.7) indicates that the SDE (1.1.4) is indeed 
a good approximation of the physically more realistic model (1.1.5) in the limit 
of exceedingly rapid fluctuations corresponding to very small E ,  and really justifies 
the use of Itô SDEs as a model for randomly perturbed dynamical systems. The 
usefulness of this result derives fiom the fact that an Itô SDE is a far more tractable 
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mathematical entity than the singularly perturbed random ODE (1. IS), because 
the powerful stochastic calculus is available as a tool for dealing with SDEs such 
as (1.1.4). 
With the preceding discussion in e n d ,  we are hnally able to outline the second 
of our two main research problems. Suppose that the signal is the Rd-valued pro- 
cess modeled by the solution {X;} of the singularly perturbed ODE (1.1.5), with 
corresponding Rr-valued observation 
for some RT-valued Wiener process {IVt) which is independent of the signal {Xi}, 
and let { T E )  be the nonlinear filter of the signal {X:} corresponding to the obser- 
vation process {Y;}. That is, ( T F )  is the ~ ( ~ d ) - v a l u e d  process such that 
for each f E B ( R ~ )  and t (cf. (1.1.1)). Likemise, let {xt)  be the IRd-valued signal 
which is modeled by the solution of the Itô SDE 
for some IR1-valued standard Wiener process {q) on the probability space (fi, F,  P ) ,  
where the functions b ( - )  and c ( - )  in (1.1.9) have been determined in accordance 
with the formulas in Stratonovich [34], Khas'muiskii [17] and Blankenship and 
Papanicolaou [5] to ensure that 
lim L ( X e )  = L ( X )  in P(CRd[O,m)), 
€+O+ 
(c f .  (1.1.7)). We regard {x~} as an IRd-valued signal, with corresponding observa- 
tion process {%} defined by 
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for sorne Rr-valued standard Wiener process {w,) on (fi, F2 P )  that is independent 
of the signal {xt). We now have a nonlinear filter {&} of the signal {xt) corre- 
sponding to the observation process { Y ; ) ,  namely {ft } is the p(IRd)-valued process 
with the property 
for each f E B(Rd) and t (cf. ( 1 ) )  It is then natural to enquire about the 
relation between the P(Rd)-valued processes { T F )  and {ii,), and, in particular, in 
light of the convergence (1.1.1 l), does it necessarily foIlow that the nonlinear filter 
{ni) converges weakly to the "limiting" nonlinear filter 1%) as E -+ O? In fact, 
the specific problem that  we study is not quite the one just outlined, but h a .  one 
additional element, namely the presence of "feedback" of the observation process 
as an input to the dynamics which model the signal. To account for this feedback 
we s h d  use, in place of (1.1.5), the singularly perturbed SDE 
to  model the signal { X ; } ,  with the corresponding observation process stiIl being 
defined by (1.1.8). Here the mapping B : iWd i I IPdXP is not really an integral 
part of the signal model, but merely accounts for the eEect of the Wiener process 
{Wt), arising from feedback of the observation process {Y,'} given by (1.1.8), on 
the dynamics of the signal {X;}.  It seems plausible that the convergence in (1 -1.11) 
nrill continue to hold, provided that we modify the model (1.1.10) of the "limitingy' 
signal {-yt} by adding an extra term to account for feedback of the observation 
process (8)  given by (1.1.12), namely 
The general question of convergence of the nonlinear filter {x : )  to a limiting non- 
linear filter {7it), (as E t O) continues to make sense within this more general 
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fiamework, and our second research problem is to establish this convergence. It 
turns out that the uniqueness resdts fiom Chapter 3 will play an essentid role in 
dealing with this problem. 
In summary, this thesis is concerned with two main research problems narnely: 
1: Establish uniqueness in law for the normalized £ilter equation corresponding 
to the signal mode1 (1.1.3) and observation equation (1.12). 
II: Establish convergence of the nonlinear filter {ri) defined by (1.1-9) (for sig- 
nai {X:) given by (1.1.14) and observation {Y;) given by (1.1.8)), to the nonlinear 
filter { 5 t }  dehed by (1.1.13) (for the signal { X t )  given by (1.1.15) and observation 
{y ; )  given by (1.1.12)). 
1.2 Organization of the Thesis 
In the present section we indicate the overall organization and structure of the 
thesis. 
In Chapter 2 we give a background summary of some well-established ideas and 
results from the theory of nonlinear filtering, paying particular attention to the 
normalized and unnormalized filter equations, since these will be essential for the 
main developments of the thesis. We also establish some notation and terminology 
for later reference. This chapter does not contain any new results or ideas, but is 
included because there is little in the way of comprehensive and accessible literature 
on nonlinear filtering to which we can refer readers for the background that we need. 
Chapter 3 takes up our first research problem, namely uniqueness in law for the 
normalized filter equation introduced in Chapter 2. We also compare the uniqueness 
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results of this chapter with other resdts on uniqueness in the existing literature. 
The uniqueness established in this chapter will also be essentid when we address 
the second research problem on convergence of nonlinear filters. Indeed, we will 
use the general method of martingale problems as the main device for establishing 
convergence of nonlinear mters, and this in turn involves well-posedness of the 
martingale problem corresponding to the "limiting" nonlinear filter ( 7 ~ ~ ) .  This 
well-posedness will result from the uniqueness in law established in Chapter 3- 
Chapter 4 is concerned with some preliminaries which must be resolved before 
addressing the second research problem of the thesis. In particular, me establish 
the convergence (1.1.11) mhen { X f }  is the solution of the singularly perturbed SDE 
(1.1.14) and lx t}  is the solution of the SDE (1.1.15). We shall use a method very 
similar to that of Blankenship and Papanicolaou [5]!  who show this convergence 
in the case where {X;) is given by the singularly perturbed ODE (1.1.5), that 
is B O in (1.1.14). Despite the strong similarity of our approach to that in 
[5], we give a complete proof of convergence, because dealing with the stochastic 
integral term on the right side of (1.1.14) is not entirely trivial, and also because the 
powerful theory of weak convergence of stochastic processes set forth in Ethier and 
Kurtz [8] (and summarïzed in Appendix D.l j  considerably simplifies several of the 
arguments relative to those found in (51. Most importantly, however, this chapter 
makes explicit the construction of so-called '"perturbed test functiom" ; these are 
not only a necessary tool in establishing (1.1.11), but wilI also be essential for 
dealing wit h convergence of nonlinear filters. 
In Chapter 5 we address the second problem of the thesis and show weak con- 
- vergence of the nonlinear filter {T;) to the limiting nonlinear filter {&) as E + O- 
To this end, we shall introàuce a martingale problern for the probability measure- 
valued solutions of the normalized £ilter equation introduced in Chapter 2, and 
then use the uniqueness result of Chapter 3 to show that the martingale problem 
for the limiting nodinear filter (6) is well-posed. This miII then enable us to apply 
a powerful convergence theorern of Bhatt and Karandikar [3] to establish conver- 
gence of the nonlinear filters. An essential role will be played by the perturbed 
test functions seen in Chapter 4, which will be essential in veriSing some of the 
conditions of Bhatt and Karandikar's result. F indy,  we compare the convergence 
results of this chapter with other studies on convergence of nonlinear filters in the 
established lit erature. 
We end the thesis with a number of Appendices. Several of these are devoted 
to proofs of some of the more technicd resdts needed in the various chapters. As 
a rde,  we have tried to improve readability by placing in appendices proofs whose 
presence in the main text would otherwise obscure the ove rd  pattern of ide*. 
We also draw the reader's attention to Appendix D, which has background on 
convergence of mesures, the martingale problem, and some useh1 miscellaneous 
technical results. 
Chapter 2 
Background Summary of 
Nonlinear Filt ering Theory 
In this chapter me give a background summary of some well-established ideas and 
results from the theory of nonünear filtering, paying particular attention t O the 
normalized and unnormalized filter equations, since these will be essential for the 
main developments of the thesis. We also establish some notation and terminology 
for future reference. Our exposition is necessarily brief, aU results being stated 
nithout proof, but we do provide full references where further details can be found. 
2.1 The Nonlinear Filtering Problem 
Let T E (0, cm) be fked and suppose that (O, 7, {Ft}, P) is a complete filtered 
probability space on which we have a pair of {Ft)-adapted stochastic processes 
{X,  t E [O, TI) and (5, t E [O, TI), such that {Xt) takes value in a complete 
separable metric space El and {G)  is Rr-valued. The indexing set [O, Tl is a finite 
"interval of interest". The process {Xt} is called a signal process and represents 
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the state of some physical system which is assumed not to be directly observable, 
while {Y,} is an obsemation process which is in some sense related to  {XI}. Withùi 
the nonlinear filtering framework, the natural filtration of {Y,) defined as 
contains the only information available to  us about the signal prccess {&). 
The goal of nonlinear filtering is twofold, namely 
1. establish the existence and regularity properties of a "measure-valued" process 
{ x t ,  t E [O, TI), defined on (fi, P, P) and taking values in ?(El),  such that T, 
is the conditional probability distribution of Xt given 3: for each t E [O, Tl. 
2. characterize in some usefirl sense (e.g. by 'hieasure-valued" stochastic differ- 
ential equations) the process {q). 
In order to attain these goals, we need to  postdate some kind of dependence of the 
observation process {x} on the signal {XI), and we consider this ne-*. 
Since some structure of sample paths of the signal process is necessary for most of 
the results that follow, we start by introducing the following condition. 
Condition 2.2.1. The signal process { X t }  i s  a corlol El-ualued {Ft)-adapted pro- 
cess on (Q, F,  {Ft}, P )  . 
Remark 2.2.2. In the preceding statement we have used the acronym "corlol" for 
continuous on the right, limits on the left to indicate that the individual sample 
paths of { X t )  are right-continuous at each t E [O: T) with lefi-limit in El at each 
t E (O, Tl. A widely used alternative terminology is "càdlàg>'. 
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In many applications the observations can  be assumed to have the form 
observation = some non-random function of signal + noise, 
where the "noise" is Gaussian white noise. To make this mode1 tractable by the 
methods of stochastic calculus. we consider the "integated version" of this relation, 
which leads to the following form of the observation process: 
Condition 2.2.3. The observation {K) is an Rr -valued process on (n, 3, {F,}, P )  
where 
1- h : El + IRT zs a B(El)-measurable finctzon (often called the "sensor finc- 
tionJ') such that 
E [ l T ~ h ( ~ s ) ~ 2 d s  1 cm; (2.2.3) 
2. {Wt , t E [O ,  Tl)  is an  Rr -ualued { 3 t ) -  Wiener process o n  (0, F, ( 3 t  ), P )  -
The relation (2.2.3) is also known as the "finite-energy condition". It is a corn- 
mon standing assumption in nonlinear filtering, which is sufficient to ensure that 
the various ordinary and stochastic integals that one encounters dways exist are 
well behaved, 
Remark 2.2.4. Observe that these conditions permit dependence of the signal 
process {Xt) on the observation process {K), but are strong enough to ensure that 
are independent for each t E [O, Tl, since the O-algebra on the left is included within 
Ft, and {Wt) is an {&)-Wiener process. 
Within this framework the two goals of nonlinear filtering d e h e d  in Section 2.1 
have been completely attained, as we sumnzarize in the next two sections. 
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2.3 An Existence Result of M. Yor 
The fkst goal of nonlinear filtering is to establish the existence and regularity prop- 
erties of a P(El)-valued process {nt) which is the conditional probability of X t  
given the observation O-algebra 3: (see (2.1.1)). The following result addressing 
that question is a special conçequence of a general theorem of Yor [38]. 
Lemma 2.3.5. Suppose that Condition 2-2.1 and Condition 2.2.3 hold. Then 
there exists a P(El)-ualued, corlol, and {3L)-opt ional  process {nt, t E [O, SI) 
o n  (a, 3 ,  {Ft}, P) such that  
for each t E [QOT] and each f E B(El). 
Remark 2.3.6. Since & is a separable metric space the Borel a-algebra B(E1) is 
countably determined, and hence it follows that the process {Q) with the properties 
stated in Lemma 2.3.5 is uniquely determined to within indistinguishability 
Remark 2.3.7. From now on we shall regard the P(El)-valued cor101 process {srt) 
given by Lemma 2.3 -5 as the nonlznear Elter of the signal {Xi } corresponding to the 
observation process {YI) given by (2.2.2). Since (in view of conditional expectation 
as a projection operator) ?rt f minimizes the squared error loss for every t E [O, Tl, 
the P(El)-valued process {?rt} is also called the optimal filter. Notice that Lemma 
2.3.5 is formulated in terms of conditioning not by 3:, but rather by its right 
continuous enlargement Ff,. From a practical viewpoint there is effectively no 
difference in conditioning by th i s  latter 0-algebra, but {FL} has the significant 
techical advantage of being a right-continuous mtration. 
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2.4 Normalized and Umormaked Filter Equations 
In th% section we deal with the second goal of nonlinear fdtering outlined in Section 
2.1, and present the Fujisaki- Kallianpur- Kunzta equa tion (also known as a Kushner- 
Strafonovich equation or the normalized f l t e r  equation), which is r e d y  a measure- 
valued stochastic differentid equation characterïzing the P (El)-valued process {rt} .  
We &O present the closely related Zakai equation, or unnomnalized filter equation 
which will be needed in Chapter 3. 
The set-up is as follows: in addition to Condition 2.2.1 and Condition 2.2.3 we 
postdate a further condition which effectively defines a "dynamical model" for the 
signal { X t  ). This condition, which originates with Fujisaki, Kallianpur and Kunita 
[IO], may appear to be rather abstract at first glance, but has the great merit that 
it encompasses an extremely broad variety of more specific signal models. Later in 
the-thesis we shall avail ourselves of the generality of this condition. 
Condition 2.4.8. There exist operators A C C ( E ~ )  x B(EI)  and Bk c C ( E ~ )  x 
B(El),  1 5 k 5 r ,  havzng a common domain D(A) 5 îJ(Bk), 1 5 Ic 5 r and such 
that 
1. the signal process { X t )  solves the martingale problem for A, i-e. f o r  every 
q5 E V (A) the process 
2. for every q5 E D ( A )  we have 
Remark 2.4.9. The fiamework introduced in Condition 2.4.8 is general enough 
to include the vast majority of applications, in particular those where the signal 
process { X t )  defined on some filtered probability space (Q, F, {F'}, P) takes values 
El := Rd7 and is modeled by the solution of an Itô stochastic differential equation 
of the form 
for some locally bounded measurable functions b : Rd gd IRd, B : Rd + Etdxr, 
c : Rd pd RgxL and a n  Rr+'-dimensional CFt}-Wiener process {(IVt, K)). The 
corresponding Rr-dimensional observation process is defhed by 
u, = / r t h ( x S ) d s f w 7  t E [O;?-]7 (2.4.6b) 
so that the signal process (Xt) and the observation noise {FVt} are correlated. Put 
It is easy to check by Itô's formula (see Proposition 5.4.2 of Karatzas and Shreve 
[16]) that, for every Q E Cr(Rd),  the process {M:) given by (2.4.4) is an {&)- 
martingale, and (2.4.5) holds. 
Remark 2.4.10. For every cor101 (7L)-adapted P(El)-vdued process {ut, t E 
[O, TI) on ( R 7 7 ,  {&}, P) such that 
(2.4.7) 
we define the Rr-vdued stochastic process {C, t E [O, TI) by 
By taking {vt ) E {rt)  in (2.4.8) one gets the innovations process {IF, t E [O, TI} 
which plays a central role in nonlinear filtering, and whose fundamental property 
is given by the following: 
Lemma 2.4.11. Suppose that Condition 2-2.1 and Condition 8-2.3 hold. Then  
{ ( I r ,  FL) } i s  a n  Rr -valued Wiener process o n  (O, 3, P )  . 
The following fundamental result in nonlinear filtering theory, due to Fujisaki, 
KaIlianpur and Kunita [IO], provides a characterization of the nonlinear filter {T,). 
Theorem 2.4- 12. Suppose that Condition 2-22,  Condition 2.2.3, and Condition 
2-48 hold. Shen,  for each q5 E V(JL), the  cor101 P(El) -ualued process {7it} furnished 
by Lemma 2.3.5 satisfies the stochastic integral relation: for every t E [O, Tl 
(2.4.9) 
subject to the initial condztion 
Remark 2.4.13. Our statement of Theorern 2.4.12 follows Theorem VI.8.11 of 
Rogers and Williams [32]. The relation (2.4.3) may be regatded as a family of 
stochastic differential equations parametrized by 4 E Z>(A), and is a basic result in 
nonlineat filtering. It is known variously as the Fujisaki-Kallianpur-Kunita equation 
or the normalized filter equation. We will use the latter terminology. 
Remark 2.4.14. As an immediate consequence of (2.4.9) we see that { ? ~ t # }  is an 
R-valued continuous process for each # E D(A) .  Thus, if V(A)  is convergence de- 
termining (see Definition D.l.E!6), it follows that the P(El)-valued process { r t )  is 
continuous. W> see, therefore, that in the presence of Condition 2.2.1 and Condi- 
tion 2.2.3 the process {at) is generally a corlol PiEl)-valued process (recall Lemma 
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2.3.5), but if, in addition, D(A) is convergence determining, then {q} is neces- 
sarily a continuous P(El)-valued process. For example, in the filtering problem 
considered in Remark 2.4.9 the operator J1 has domain D ( A )  := C r  (Rd), which is 
convergence determining (see Fact D .l.lZg). Therefore, the P (Rd)-valued nonlinear 
fdter {q), for the signal given by (2.4.6a) and observation given by (2.4.6b), has 
continuous sample paths. 
Remark 2-4.15. The normalized filter equation (2.4.9) can  be used to derive Nters 
of genuine practical importance. For example, if the mappings b(-) , B(-) , c( - )  , and 
h(-) in (2.4.6a) and (2.2.2) are lînear mappings, then (2.4.9) immediately yieIds the 
very widely used Kalman-Bucy filter. However, in general (2.4.9) is a nonlinear 
measure-valued SDE, and is consequently rather difficult to deal with. For this 
reason, we next introduce a n  alternative characterization of the nonlinear filter 
(TL} by means of a measure valued SDE which has a nice bilinear form, and which 
is considerably easier to work with than the normalized filter equation (2.4-9)- To 
this end, define the M'(El)-valued process Iot, t E [O, Tl)  cdled the unnonnalized 
optimal filter as follows: let 
and put 
It then follows that the nonluiear filter {q) and the unnormalized optimal filter 
{at} are related via the formula 
Expanding {c@), # E D(A), using (2.4.9) and Itô's formula, it is easy to ver* 
that , for each $ E V (A) U {l), the M'(El)-valued process {at} defined by (2.4.11) 
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satides the stochastic integral relation 
This is called the Zakai or Duncan-Mortensen-Zakai epation, or simply the un- 
normalized filter equation. We will use the latter terrninology. Clearly (2.4.12) is a 
considerably simpler relation than (2.4.9). Further simplification is possible if we 
can replace the ambient probability measure P with a related probability measure 
Q which makes the stochastic integrator ( E ; )  in (2.4.12) look like a Wiener process. 
To this end, define the measure Q on (O, F )  by 
If one assumes that h is sufliciently bounded to ensure that Q is a probability 
measure, we can consider (2.4.12) under Q. In that case it foIlows from Girsancv's 
theorem that the observation process {K) is an {Ft}-Wiener process. A sac ien t  
condition ensuring that Q is a probability measure is, for exaznple, the Novikov 
condition (see CoroUary 3.5.13 of Karatzas and Shreve [l6]) : 
Remark 2.4.16. In the next 
(112 lT I~(x,) l2 ds) ]  < m- 
chapter we shall take advantage of the simple struc- 
ture of the unnormalized filter equation (2.4.12) in order to establish uniqueness 
in law for the normalized filter equation (2.4.9). As a by-product we shall also get 
pathwise uniqueness and uniqueness in law for the unnormalized filter equation. 
Chapter 3 
Uniqueness Results for the SDEs 
of Nonlinear Filt ering 
This chapter is devoted to the first of the research problem outlined in Section 
1.1, namely the question of uniqueness in law for a specific instance of the nor- 
rnalized filter equation (2.4.9) introduced in Chapter 2. The main focus will be 
on proving uniqueness in law for the normalized filter equation which characterizes 
the nonlinear filter of the Rd-valued signal {X,} given by the Itô SDE (2 -4.6a) and 
corresponding to the Rr-valued observation process {K) given by (2.4.6b). To this 
end, we will first est ablish pathwise uniqueness for the unnormalized £ilter equation, 
using in an essential way the structural simplicity of the unnormalized equation that 
mas emphasized in Remark 2.4.15. Then we will use a weU-knm argument of Ya- 
mada and Watanabe [37] to conclude iiniqueness in law for the nonnalzzed filter 
equation, as required. 
We shodd point out that the whole issue of uniqueness for the nonlinear filter 
equations has received considerable attention, but none of the established results 
correspond to the type of uniqueness that we need, for reasons to be discussed Iater 
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in the chapter. The results that we estabLish here rnay therefore have some interest 
outside the specXc problem of convergence of nonlinear filters that is one of the 
principal goals of the thesis. The main resdts of this chapter are due to appear in 
P81- 
3.1 Introduction 
We begin this chapter wïth a general discussion of uniqueness for Itô SDEs, with 
particular emphasis on the ideas of Yamada and Watanabe [37] on weak solutions, 
pathwise uniqueness and uniqueness in law. These notions wiU then be adapted to 
the normalized and unnormalized £ilter equations, 
Central to the study of a differential equation, ordinary or stochastic, is the 
question of the uniqueness of its solution(s). That is, given any two solutions of 
the differential equation subject to the same initial condition, does it necessarily 
follow that the solutions are "identical" in some sense. In the case of ODES, there 
is a self-evident definition of uniqueness in which one declares uniqueness to hold 
for an ODE if any two solutions having common initial condition are equal for 
every subsequent value of the time parameter. It turns out that the situation is 
considerably more subtle in the case of Itô SDEs taking the form 
dXt = b ( t ,  xt) dt + ~ ( t ,  Xt)d W t ,  t E [O, TI. (3.1.1) 
In the course of studying this equation two distinct notions of uniqueness have 
emerged. Historically the first notion of uniqueness is so-called pathwise uniqueness, 
which somewhat parallels the notion of uniqueness for the deterministic (ODE) 
case. One says that pathwise uniqueness holds for (3.1.1) if, whenever {X:) 
and { X t }  are two solutions on a commori filtered probability space (O, 3, {Ft), P) 
corresponding to the same IFt)-Wiener process {W,}, adapted to {Ft}, and having 
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P-almost surely the same initial conditions, then {X:) and (x:) are necessarily 
indist inguishable. 
The notion of pathwise uniqueness, although quite natural and intuitive, fails to 
provide a fiamework suaiciently rich to capture many relevant properties of (3.1.1). 
In particular, pathwise uniqueness is not always an apprcpriate notion when one 
is concerned with ueiqueness of the probability laws of the solution of (3.1.1), a 
question that naturally arises in the study of the martingale problem associated 
mith (3.1.1). This consideration leads to the notions of weak sohtion and unique- 
ness in  law that focus on the distributional properties of a solution, rather than its 
path-related properties. Thus, one defines a weak solution of (3.1.1) as the pair 
{(-Kt ,  W,), (fi, 7, {Ft), P)) where (Q, 3, IFt),  P )  is a complete filtered probabiüty 
space, {Wt) is an {Ft}-Wiener process, and {X,) is a continuous {Ft)-adapted 
process satis&ïng (3.1.1). It is worth noting that this definition specifies the proba- 
bility space as a part of the solution, so that, in general, two wedc solutions cannot 
be compared in the pathwise sense since they are generally defined on different 
probability spaces. A related notion of uniqueness, due to Yamada and Watanabe 
[37], uses the concept of a weak solution to capture distributional uniqueness of can- 
didate solutions of (3.1.1): we say that uniqueness in Iaw holds for (3.1.1) if, for 
any two weaksolutions {(X,, Wt), ( n , 3 ,  {Ft), P)) and {(x,, w,), @, F, {F,}, p ) )  
with Xo and & having the same distribution, it follows that the processes { X t )  
and 1%) are identically distributed. 
Since the two definitions of uniqueness just introduced apparently bear little 
similarity to one another, it is natural to ask whether there is any relationship ùe- 
tween them, and, in particular, whether one form of uniqueness implies the other. 
This turns out to be a decidely nontrivial question, to which the answer was pro- 
vided by Yamada and Watanabe in their seminal paper [37] (for a more u p t o  date 
account see Section n7.1 of Ikeda and Watanabe [13] or Section M.1 of Revuz and 
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Yor [30]). By constnicting a common probability space for a pair of weak solutions 
for (3-LI), Yamada and Watanabe establish a foundational result in the theory of 
SDEs, namely pathwise uniqueness implies uniqueness in law. We note in pass- 
ing that a well-known counterexample due to H. Tanaka (see Karatzas and Shreve 
[l6], Example 5.3.5) provides an SDE of the form (3.1.1) which has the property of 
uniqueness in law! but fails to have the property of pathwise uniqueness. Pathwise 
uniqueness is therefore a nontriviaily stronger property than uniqueness in law- 
The preceding ideas of Yamada and Watanabe, although developed in the con- 
text of Itô SDEs, in fact carry over to the normalized and unnorrnalized mter 
equations, as was demonstrated by Szpirglas [36]. The basic viewpoint adopted in 
[36] is to regard the normalized and unnormalized filter equations as entities quite 
separate from the original nonlinear filtering problem, for which one can formulate 
the notions of solution (or weak solution), pathwise uniqueness and uniqueness in 
law, by essentially adapting these concepts from the theory of Itô SDEs outlined a t  
the beginning of this section. With these notions a t  hand, it is then established in 
[36] that pathwise uniqueness and uniqueness in law hold for both the normalized 
and unnormalized filter equations, in the case where the signal is a Markov process 
which is independent of the Wiener process in the obseruation equation, and the 
sensor function in the observation equation is uniformly bounded. 
Our goal is to look at uniqueness for the SDEs of nonlinear filtering from a 
point of view very similar to that of Szpirglas [36]: but for a nonlinear filtering 
problem in which there is genuine dependence of the signal on the Wiener process 
of the observation equation. In fact, we shall look at the specific nonlinear filtering 
problem in Remark 2.4.9, where the signal { X t )  is an Rd-valued process solving 
equation of the form 
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the Rr-valued observation process {x) is defined by 
and {(W& &)) is a standard WT+L-valued Wiener process (precise conditionson the 
mappings b(-), B(-) ,  c( - ) ,  and h(-)  am be stated in Section 3.2). 
Motivated by Szpirglas [36], in the following section we shall regard the nor- 
malized and unnormalized mter equations for this nonlinear filtering problem as 
measure-valued stochastic differentid equations, defined quite independently of the 
filtering problem, and will formulate the notions of weak solution, pathwise unique- 
ness, and uniqueness in law for the filter equations. Our main result (see Theo- 
rem 3.3.34) establishes pathwise uniqueness for the unnormalized filter equation, 
together with uniqueness in law for the normalized and unnormalized filter equâ- 
tions, sub ject to reasonably general conditions on the mappings b(-) , B (-) , and c(.) 
in the signal equation (3.1.2), and a uniform boundedness condition on the sensor 
function h(-)  in the observation equation (3.1.3). As will be seen fTom the discus- 
sion in Remark 3.3.35, the elegant semigroup ideas used in Szpirglas [36] do not 
extend to the filtering problem represented by (3.1.2) and (3.1.3), where the signal 
{ X 1 )  depends on the Wiener process {Wt}, and our approach necessarily involves 
a different method of proof. 
3.2 Notions of Uniqueness for the SDEs of Nonlinear Fil- 
We first recall the main features of the nonlinear filtering problem that was outlined 
in Remark 2.4.9, and which comprises the following elements: 
E. 1 A fixed interval of int erest [O, Tl, wit h T E (O, 00). 
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E.2 Defined on a complete filtered probability space (Q, 3, {&), P), is an Rd- 
valued continuous {&}-adapted process {&, t € [O, Tl) and an KY"-valued 
{&.}-Wiener process {(Wt, K) , t E [O, TI) such that (3.1.2) holds, where b : 
Rd pd Rd, B : Rd + Rdxr , and c : Rd + IRdxL are Borel-measurable and locally 
bounded functions (that is, unifomly bounded over bounded subsets of IRd). 
E.3 an Rr-valued observation process {Y,, t E [O, TI) defined by (3.1.3), mhere 
h : Etd gd IRT is Borel-measurable, with 
Defme the obseruation filtration (.ET, t E [O, TI) by 
From Lemma 2.3.5 there exists some p(Rd)-valued {FL}-optional process { r t  , t E 
[O, TI), called the optimal filter, which is defined on (O, 3, IFt), P) and satisfies 
Rom (3.2.4) and Jensen's inequality we see that 
and Rie can therefore define the IF-valued innovations process {I,, t E [O, Tl) by 
From Lemma 2-4-11 we know that {II, t E [O, TI) is an Rr-valued {Fz)-Wiener 
process, thus, since { I L )  is continuous, it is necessarily {Fr)-adapted- Therefore, 
{It , t E [O, TI) is a (3:)-~iener process. Now d e h e  m : Etd --+ R ~ ~ ( ~ ~  ') by 
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and put 
From Remark 2.4.9, for each q5 E c?(IEtd) we know that 
is an {&)-martingale with 
Taking El := Rd, we have now verified Conditions 2.2.1, 2.2.3, and 2.4.8, and hence 
from Theorem 2.4.12 we obtain 
Theorem 3.2.17. For the nonlinearfiltering problern given by E.l,  E.2, and E.3, 
the P ( R d ) - v a b e d  optimal filter {?rt, t E [O, TI) satisfies the stochastic integral rela- 
tion 
for each # E Cë(Rd).  
The relation (3.2.11) is the normalized filter equation for the filtering set-up of this 
chapter. 
Remark 3.2.18. We have seen in Remark 2-4-14 that {irt, t E [O, TI) is a cm~%- 
uovs P(@)-dued process adapted to {Fc ) .  Thw,  it is adapted to {33, 
hence we can replace 3z in (3.2.6) by F:. 
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Motivated by the notions of weak solution, pathwise uniqueness, and uniqueness 
in law introduced by Yamada and Watanabe (371 for Itô SDEs, Szpirglas [36] for- 
mulated the analogous concepts for a particular normalized filter equation (cf- 
Szpirglas [36], Définition 111.1, VA, V.2). Here we do exactly the same thing for 
the normalized filter equation (3.2-11): 
Dekition 3.2.19. The pair ((6, F, {Ft}, p), (Ct, Ï t ) )  is a zueak solution of the 
normalized filt er equation when: 
1. (a, 7, {Ft}, p) is a complete fltered probability space; 
2. {&, t E p, TI) is an Er-valued { K ) - ~ i e n e r  process on (fi, F,  p);  
3. {ii,, t E [O, TI} is a ~(~~)-valued continuou {Ft}-adapted process such that 
and, for each # E CC (IRd), the folIowing holds to within indistinguishability 
Remark 32-20.  In view of Definition 3.2.19, it follows that {(a, 3, {F:}, P)  , (nt, 1,)) 
for {3:, t E [O, TI}, Crt, t E [O, TI), and {I,, t E [O, Tl) d e h e d  by (3.2.5), (3.2.6), 
and (3.2.7) is a weak solution of the normalized filter equation. 
Definition 3.2.21. The normalized filter equation has the property of pathwise 
uniqueness when the following holds: If {(a, y, {Ft}, P ) ,  (3, Ït)} and {(fi, f, {&), I>) ,  
(?:, Ït)} are weak solutions of the normalized filter equation with P(ii(: = 3) = 1, 
then 
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Definition 3.2.22. The normalized filter equation has the property of uniqueness 
in joint lawwhen the following holds: 1f {(fi, F, {Ft}, p), (Et ,  ft)} and {(a, P, {Ft), P ) ,  
(G, G ) )  are weak solutions of the normalized filter equation with Lg(ifro) =,CF(%) , 
then the processes ((et, Ït), t E [O, TI} and {(&, z), t E [O, Tl) have the same 
finite-dimensional distributions. 
Remark 3.2.23. We next turn to the issue of formulating a notion of weak SO~U- 
tion for an unnomalired filter equation, whose form should bear the same generd 
relation to (3.2.13) as the Zakai equation (2.4.12) does to the Fujisaki-KaKanpur- 
Kunita equation (2.4.9). To get the form of this equation we essentially repeat the 
steps that led from (2.4.9) to (2.4.12), but now me work in the context of an arbi- 
trary weak soIution of the normalized filter equation, rather than the specific weak 
solution given by the optimal filter Irt) (recaU Remark 3.2.20). To facilitate these 
steps, we will use the following notation: If (6, {&), P )  is a complete filtered 
probability space, {M~) is a continuous {Ft)-semimartingale, and {y,} is a locdy  
bounded {.Ft}-piogressively measurable process, then 7 M denotes the stochastic 
integral of 7 with respect to {at). Also, put 
Now let { ( f i , j ,  { j t ) ,  P ) ,  (5t, Tt)) be an arbitrary weak 
Bter equation, and define 
solution of the normalized 
Since (6, t E [O, TI) is a {Pt)-wiener process, it follows that {zt, t E [O, TI} is a 
continuous strictly-posit ive {Ft)-lccal martingale on (6, F, {Tt}, P )  , and 
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Hence 
&#:=(%$)E , V ~ € [ O , S ] ,  @ E B ( R ~ ) ,  (3-2.18) 
and, in light of (3.2.12), we see that 
Using Itô's formula and (3.2.13), we easily verify that the process {St) given by 
(3 -2.17) satisfies the follonring stochastic integral relation: for each # E CC (Rd) ~ { l )  
we have 
We will shoaly use the form of (3.2.19) to motivate the notion of a weak solution 
of the unnormalized filter equâtion. 
Remark 3.2.24. F'rom Definition 3.2.19 and (3.2.18) we see that t ct et4 : [O, T] -t 
R is continuous for each bounded continuous # : Rd + R, thus (St}  is a continuous 
M+ (Etd)-valued process which is {Ft}-adapted. Moreover, from (3 -2.18) , we see 
that the random element Co takes values in p(IEtd), the set of probability measures 
on Rd. 
Remark 3.2.25. If, in (3.2.18), we use the optimal filter {.rr,) in place of {it,) 
and the observation process {Y,} in place of {fi} to get an M+ (Rd)-valued and 
(3:)-adapted process {O,) ,  namely 
then {of} is the unnonnalized o p t i m a l f l t e r  for the fütering problem @en by (3.1.2) 
and (3.1.3) which has been introduced in Section 2.4 (see (2.4.11))- 
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Remark 3.2.26. In (3.2.19) the "driving process" {Y ; )  is a continuous { j t ) -  
semimartingale dehed  on (fi, F, {Ft} , P )  by (3 -2.14). The equation (3-2.19) be- 
cornes more tractable if we c m  replace P with some equivalent probability rneasure 
Q such that {cl t E [O, Tl)  is an {Ft)-wiener process w-ith respect to Q. To this 
end, observe from (3.2.15) that {(j&, &) , t E [O, TI) is a continuous local martingale 
on (6, f, P ) ,  and that, if i t  is also a "genuine" martingale, then 
defines a probability rneasure Q on ( 0 ,F )  which is equivalent to the probability 
measure P ,  namely 
From (3.2.14), (3.2.15), and the Girsanov theorem, it then follows that {(Ir, Ft), t E 
[O, 2'1) is a Wiener process on (6,3,  Q) . 
Remark 3.2.27. A sufficient condition on the weak solution {(fi, y, {fi), P )  , (if,, Tt)) 
and sensor function h(-) which ensures {(z,, Ft) ,  t E [O, TI) is a martingale, is that 
(see Corollary 3.5.13 of Karatzas and Shreve (161). In particular, this condition 
always holds when hk E B(Rd), 1 5 k 5 r. 
With the preceding discussion in mind, and motivated by (3.2.19), we next for- 
mulate the notion of weak solution of the unnomalized filter equation, together 
with pathwise uniqueness and uniqueness in law for this notion of solution (C.f. 
Définition N.1 of Szpirglas [36]): 
Definition 3.2.28. A pair {(O, F ,  {Ft)? O), (a,, Y ; ) }  is a weat solution of the un- 
normalized filter equation when 
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1. (A, F, CFt}, Q) is a complete filtered probability space; 
2. {Y;, t E [O, TI) is an Rr-valued {Ft}-wiener process; 
3. {&, t E [O, TI) is a Mf (Rd)-valued continuous {Ft)-adapted process such 
that the random element Co takes salues in P(Rd),  and, for each 4 E C'?(Rd) u 
(11, we have the followirig: 
(b) the LHS and RHS of (3.2.19) are indistinguishable. 
Definition 3.2.29. The unnorrnalized filter equation has the property of pathwise 
uniqueness when the following holds: If {(a; a, {Ft), a ) ,  (Si, Y , ) )  and { (O, F, {Ft }, Q), 
(a:, c)) are weak solutions of the unnorrnalized flter equation with ~ ( 5 ;  = 5;) = 
1, then 
Definition 3.2.30. The unnormalized filter equation has the properiy of unique- 
ness in joint Eau when the following holds: If {(a, F, {Ft}, QI, (&, %)) and 
{(n7F, IFt}, Q), (et, y ; ) )  are weak solutions of the unnormalized filter equation 
with Lq(S0) = L C g ( ~ o ) ,  then { (& ,Y ; ) ,  t E [O, TI} and {(et, Y;), t E [O, TI} have the 
same hite-dimensional distributions. 
3.3 Main Result 
We will now establish that the unnorrnalized £ilter equation has the property of 
pathwise uniqueness in the sense of Definition 3.2.29, and then use tbis result 
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and a construction of Yamada and Watanabe [37] to see that the normalized filter 
equation has the property of uoiqueness in joint Iaw in the sense of Definition 3.2.22. 
This is the result we will need to study convergence of nonlinear flters by the 
method of martingale problems in Chapter 5 (we also automatically get uniqueness 
in joint law for the unnormalized filter equation in the sense of Definition 3.2.30). 
To this end we postdate the following conditions on the rnappings b(-), B(-) ,  c(-) 
in (3.1.2), and the mapping h(-j in (3.1.3): 
Condition 3.3.31. The mapping b : Rd + IRd is  Borel-measurable, and the map- 
pings B : Rd + Rdxr and c : IRd + IRdx[ are continuous. There exists a constant 
C E [O,  oo) such that 
Condition 3.3.32. The mapping c: IRd + EZdx1 is  such that the mat* c(x)cT(x) 
is  strictly positive dejinite for euery x E Rd. 
Condition 3.3.33. The mapping h : Rd + IPL 2s Borel-measurable and unifonnly 
bounded. 
We can now state the main result of this chapter: 
Theorem 3.3.34. Suppose that Conditions 3.3.31, 3-3-32?, and 3.3.33 hold for the 
nonlinear filtering problern given by E.1, E.2 and E.3. Then: 
(i) The unnormalized filter equation has the property of pathwise uniqueness; 
(ia) The nonnalized filter equation has the property of uniqueness in joint law; 
(iii) The unnormalized filter equation has the property of uniqueness in joint lau. 
Before establishing Theorem 3.3.34, in the folloming remarks we fbst discuss the 
relation between this uniqueness result and those of Szpirglas [36], as well as other 
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uniqueness resdts on the equations of nonlinear filtering due to Kurtz and Ocone 
[22] ; B hatt , Kdianpur  and Karandikar [Il ; and Rozovskii [33]. 
Remark 3.3-35. Szpirglas [36] establishes pathwise uniqueness and uniqueness 
in law for the normalized and unnormalized Elter equations corresponding to the 
folloming nonlinear filtering problem: The signal {Xt) is a homogeneous Markov 
process with values in a complete separable metric space E with the corresponding 
Borel semigroup { P , }  and weak infinitesimal generator A, and the observation 
process is 
where {Wt) is an IRd1-valued Wiener process independent of the Markov process 
{Xt), and the sensor function h : E -+ Pl is uniformly bounded and B(E)- 
measurable. In this conte4xt, by a me& solution of the unnormdized filter equation 
is meant a pair {(a, F, (3; } , 0) , (at, Y , ) )  çuch t hat 
(a) (fi, 7: {Ft), Q) is a complete filtered probability space; 
(b) { g ,  t E [O, Tl) is an ~ ~ ~ - v a l u e d  {Ft ) -~ iener  process; 
(d) For each (h E V(A) one has to within indistinguishability that 
&(A$) ds + J O  5,(hk4) &:, V t t [O, Tl. (3.3.24) 
k=l 
(See Définition W.1 of Szpirglas [36]). The nice feature of (3.3.24) is that it in- 
cludes reference to just one unbounded Linear operator, namely the infinitesimal 
generator A of the signal process. One can  use the resolvent identity of semigroups 
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to eluninate A and rewrite (3.3.24) in the form 
where {Pt) is the Borel semigroup with infinitesimal generator A. There is complete 
equivalence between (3.3.24) and (3 -3.25) in the sense that if the pair {(a, j, {g ) ,  Q )  ,
(et, Y ; ) )  is subject to  (a), (b) , (c), then (3.3.24) holds for each Q E V (A) if and only 
if (3.3-25) holds for each # E B(E)  (see Théorème IV.1 of [36]). Consequently, it is 
enough to establish pathwise uniqueness for (3.3.25) in order to conclude pathwise 
uniqueness for the unnormalized filter equation. The advantage of (3.3.25) is that 
it involves only the bounded linear operators {Pt), and this structure makes it pos- 
sible to establish pathwise uniqueness for solutions of (3.3.25) by iterating a simple 
Gronwall-type integral inequality (see Section V.2 of Szpirglas [36]). Comparing 
(3.3 -24) with the unnormalized filter equation (3.2.19) far the nonlinear filtering 
problem defined by (3.1.2) and (3.1.3), we see that (3.2.19) includes two unbounded 
linear operators, namely the fist-order differentid operator igk which results from 
dependence of the signal {Xt } on the Wiener process { Wt } of the observation equa- 
tion, as well as the second-order diEerentid operator A corresponding to the signal 
process {X,). In this case there seems to be no clear way of adapting the elegant 
semigroup ideas of [36] to  remove both of these unbounded operators and get an 
equivalent equation involving just bounded Linear operators. F'urthermore, the re- 
quirement that (V(A),A) be a weak infinitesimal generator of the semigroup {Pi) 
is rather strong and cannot be secured on the b a i s  of Condition 3.3.31, 3.3.32, 
and 3.3.33 that we postdate (in fact, on the basis of these conditions we can infer 
only the well-posedness of the martingale problem for (V ( J I ) ,  A), which is generally 
a much weaker pro~erty) .  Accordingly, the approach that we shall use to estab- 
lish Theorem 3.3.34(i) is very different from that of Szpirglas [36], and relies on a 
uniqueness theorem for measure-valued evolution equations (see Theorem 3.4.44 to 
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follow) . 
Remaric 3.3.36. 'u'niqueness for the normalized and unnormalized filter equations 
has also been studied by Bhatt, Kallianpur and Karandikar [Il, Kurtz and Ocone 
[22], and Rozovskii [33] fiom a somewhat different point of view than that taken 
by Szpirglas 1361 and the present work. To see this in the context of the filtering 
problem given by (3.1.2) and (3. U), observe from Remark 3-2-25 that the unnor- 
malized optimal filter {at} solves the Duncan-MovIortensen-Zakai equation, namely 
for each @ E C?(Rd) u (1) we have 
With this in mind, the following question is natural: Suppose that { p t )  is some 
M+(Rd)-valued, corlol, and {Fr  }-adapted process on (a, 3, { F t ) ,  P), such that for 
each # E C':(Rd) d)U (1) we have 
Does it follow that { q }  and { p , }  are indistinguishable? The works of Bhatt, 
Kallianpur and Karandikar ([l], Theorem 3.1), Kurtz and Ocone ([22], Theorems 
4.2 and 4.7), and Rozovskii ([33], Theorem 3.1) provide conditions on the nonlinear 
filtering problem for which the answer is in the afikmative. Uniqueness in this 
sense is useful for the following reason: the observation process {x) is the random 
data that "drives" the unnormalized filter equation (3.3.26), and if we can ''non- 
anticipatively" use the individual paths of {Yf} as data to compute a measure- 
valued process {pt } which satisfies (3.3.27) - e.g. by a numerical method - then 
uniqueness ensures that { p t )  is in fact the desired unnormalized optimal filter {at). 
It should be noted that uniqueness in this sense can be established for much more 
general nonlinear filtering problems than that represented by the simple mode1 
(3.1.2) and (3.1.3). In fact, Theorem 3.1 of [l] deals with a filtering problem in which 
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the signal process takes values in a complete separable metric space (not necessarily 
locally compact), the sensor function h(-) need not be uniformly bounded but only 
satise a finite-energy condition s i d a r  to (3.2.4), the dependence of the signal { X t )  
on the Wiener process {W,) is more general than that given by the explicit mode1 
(3.l.2), (3.1.3) (see (1.3) of [l]) , and the joint signal/observation process { ( X t ,  K)) 
is the corlol solution of a we11-posed martingale problem. 
The sense of pathwise uniqueness in the preceding paragraph is different kom 
that established by Theorem 3.3.34(i), since the candidate solution { p , )  of the fil- 
ter equation (3.3.27) is postulated to be adapted specifically to the observation 
filtration (3:) (in fact, the arguments used in [l], [22], and [33] rely crucially 
on this restriction). In contrast, Theorem 3.3.34(i) establishes pathwise unique- 
ness in the more general sense of Definition 3.2.29, where the candidate solutions 
{(A, F, {A), Q), (s:, g ) )  and ((6; I, {Ft),  Q), (c:, g ) )  are defined on an arbitrary 
filtered probability space, and there is no insistence that the measure-valued corn- 
ponents {5:) and (5;) of the two solutions be adapted to the self-filtration of {%). 
The usefulness of this latter notion of pathwise uniqueness is that, by an adapta- 
tion to the filter equations of the construction of Yamada and Watanabe [37], it 
leads to uniqueness in law for the normalized and unnormalized filter equations 
(see Theorem 3.3.34(ii) and (iii) , and recall Definitions 3.2.22 and 3.2.30). Unique- 
ness in iaw turns out to be essential for studying weak lirnits and approximations 
of the nonlinear filter equations by the method of martingale problems and weak 
convergence. 
Remark 3.3.37. Using the method of stochastic flows, Kunita ([18], Theorem 
6.2 -8) establishes a form of pathwise uniqueness for the unnormalized filter equation. 
Rather restrictive boundedness and smoothness conditions on the coefficients of 
(3.1.2) and (3.1.3) appear necessary for this method to work. 
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A basic property of Itô stochastic differential equations due to Yamada and 
Watanabe [37] is that pathwise uniqueness implies uniqueness in joint law, so t hat 
pathwise uniqueness is the stronger of the two uniqueness properties. It turns 
out that the basic Yamada-Watanabe argument extends to the measure-valued 
filter equations, so that pathwise uniqueness is again the stronger property (this is 
how we will conclude (ii) and (iii) fiom (i) in Theorem 3.3.34). Lineazity of the 
unnormalized filter equation in fact implies the converse, so that for this particular 
equation the two uaiqueness properties are actually equivdent: 
Theorem 3.3.38. Suppose that Conditions 9-3-31, 33-32, and 9-3-33 hold for the 
nonlinear filtering problem given by E.1, E.2 and E.3. Then uniqueness in joint 
law implies pathwzse uniqueness for the unnonnalired filter equation. 
3.4 Proofs of Theorerns 3.3.34 and 3-3-38: 
The terminology in the next remark will be useful for dealing with measure-valued 
evolut ion equations: 
Remark 3.4.39. Suppose that E is a complete separable metric space, and Q : 
V(&) -+ B(E)  is a mapping with domain V(Q) c B(E) .  Then { f i ,  t E [O, m)) 
is an M+(E)-valued solution of the evolution equation for (8, V(Q)) when (i) 
t tt b(r)  : [O, m) + [O, CO) is Borel-measurahle; (iii) for each f E D(Q) we have 
1; IPs(Qf)lds < m, Qt E [O, 4, and 
Moreover, {p,,  t E [ O ,  00)) is called a P(E)-vdued solution of the evolution 
equation for (Q, D(Q) )  when it is an M+(E)-valued solution with h ( E )  = 1, 
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V t E [O,ca). The evolution equation for (&,V(Q)) is said to have unique- 
ness in the class of MC(E)-vdued solutions over the interval [O, oo) when, for 
any two such solutions { ~ f ,  t E [O, oo)), i = 1,2, with ,uh = P:, it follom that 
p: = ,$, V t  E [O, oo). The notion of uniqueness within the class of P (E)-valued 
solutions over the interval [O, cm) has an andogous formulation. Findy, the pre- 
ceding terminology adapts in an obvious way to solutions { P ~ ,  t E [O, TI) defined 
over the finite interval [O, Tl. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3.34(i) We shall need the following result, the proof of 
which is given in Appendiv A.1: 
Fact 3.4.40. Suppose that Conditions 3.3.31-3.3.33 hold and let { ( 6 , F ,  {fi), Q ) ,  
(5,I)) be a weak solution of the unnormalized filter equation. Then, for eue? 
cu E (1 ,  oo) there ezists a constant ~ ( a )  E [O, a>) such that 
Now fix two weak solutions {(fi, F,  {Fi), Q) , (3:, g )  ), i = 1,2, of the unnormalized 
filter equation, such that 
and d e h e  product measures on B(R2d)) by 
,Ly(-, 6 )  := (5; X 5;) (., W ) ,  V( t ,  W) E [O, Tl X 6. 
A simple application of the Dynkin class t heorem establishes 
Fact 3.4.41. For every l? E the mapping (t, W )  e ,ut2(I', W )  : fi x [O, T]  + 
[O, ai) is rneasurable with respect to the ($1 -progressiue O-algebra. 
Also put 
vf2 (I') := E~ [p:2(r)], W E l3(IR2'), t E [O, T] - 
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It readily follows that vt2 defines a (positive) measure on B ( I w ~ ~ ) )  for every 
t E [O, Tl. By Fact 3.4.40, 
(3.4.32) 
This shows that ut2 is a positive measure on B(R2d) ) ,  uniforrnly bounded 
Nith respect to t E [O,T], while Fact 3.4.41 with Fubini's theorem shows that the 
mapping t H ut2(I') : [O, T] + W is Borel-measurable for each r E B ( p d ) .  Next, 
define v:', v:* E M + ( R 2 d ) ,  t E [O ,  Tl, analogously to by 
In the same way as for -2, we see that v." are positive measures on B ( R ~ ~ ) )  , 
uniforrnly bounded with respect to t E [O,T], and the mappings t ct u,"(I') : 
[O ,  T ]  -t R are Borel-measurable for each I' E l3(IKZd), i = 1,2. 
Remark 3.4.42. For mappings f i ,  f2 E B ( R d )  defhe the tensor product of fi with 
f2 to be the mapping fi @ f2 : +- R given by  
In view of (3.4.31) and (3.4.33), for each fi, fi E B(Rd) we have 
From (3.4.30), (3.4.31), and (3.4.33) we see that 
12 vil, ui2 and vi2 are probability measures on B(IR2') and ut' = vi2 = q, . 
(3.4.36) 
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Using t his fact , we s h d  est ablish 
from which pathwise uniqueness follows. hdeed, if (3.4.37) holds, then for each 
f E B(Rd) we have 
and therefore from (3.4.34) and (3.4.35), 
Thus, for each t E [O, Tl and f E B(Rd), we have 
Now (?(IRd) equipped with the supremum norm II - II is separable. Thus, from 
(3.4.38), for each t E [O,T] there is a Q-null event Nt E such that, for each 
6 # Nt, we have 
But C(IRd) is separating for M + ( R ~ )  (see Definition D.1.123 and Fact D.1.129(ii)), 
thus (3.4.39) establishes Q [a: = i?:] = 1 for each t E [O, Tl. No%- Theorem 3.3.34(i) 
follows kom the fact that {cf, t E [O, TI} are continuous (recall Definition 3.2.28). 
It therefore remaïns to establish (3.4.37) in order to prove Theorem 3.3.34(i). To 
this end, for each xl, x2 E Rd d e h e  the 2d x 2d matrix ü(xl, x2), the 2d vector 
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b(xl, x2), and the real number K(xl, x2) by 
Observe that the matrix a(xl, x2) is ç~11111letric and strictly positive-definite (see 
Condition 3-3-32), and let A be the second order linear differential operator corre- 
sponding to the matrices ü and 6, namely 
From (3.4.40a), (3.4.40b3, Condition 3-3-31, and Condition 3.3.33, there is a con- 
stant K E [O, m) such that 
and the operator A has the following property, which is established in Section 3.5: 
Lemma 3.4.43. Suppose that Conditions 3.3.31-3.3.33 hold. Then {vil, t E 
[O, Tl}, {ut2, t E [O, TI}, and {v,?~, t E [O, TI), given by (3.4.31) and (3.4.33), are 
M+(lheZd)-valued solutions of the evolutzon equation for (A + h, span{l, C F ( R ~ ~ ) ) ) .  
It remains to show that the evolution equation for (A + h, span{l, CF (Pd))) has 
uniqueness in the class of M + ( ~ ~ ~ ) - v a l u e d  solutions over the interval [O, Tl, since 
this fact, dong with (3.4.36) and Lernma 3.4.43, gives (3.4.37), as required to estab- 
lish Theorem 3.3.34(i). To this end we need the following result on uniqueness of 
rneasure-valued solutions of the evolution equation corresponding to a multiplica- 
tively perturbed linear second-order differential operator on Euclidean space: 
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Theorem 3-4-44. Let C be the linear second-order differential operator o n  the 
finite-dimensional Euclidean space IWq defined by 
where ,B : Rq -+ Rq i s  Borel measurable, ct : IWq i S7_4 (the set of syrnmetric 
strictly positive definite q x q matrices) is contznuous, and there exists a constant 
K E [O,  oo) such that  
If X E B ( W )  then the evolution equation for the operator (C - A ,  D(C))  has unique- 
ness in  the class of Mf (Rq) -valued solutions over the interual [O,  Tl. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 3.3.34(i) we note fiom (3.4.403 that a(- )  is 
continuous on Elzd, b( - )  is Borel-measurable on IRzd, and h E B(R2d). That the 
evolution equation for the operator (A+ h, span(1, CF (El2d))) has uniqueness in the 
class of M' (R2d)-valued solutions over the interval [O, T] now follows fiom (3.4.42) 
and Theorem 3.4.44 with q := 2d, O(.) := b ( - ) ,  a(.) := a(.), and A(-) := -h(-). O 
Remark 3.4.45. When ,B(-) and A(.) in Theorem 3.4.44 are continuous then C is a 
linear operator on C(JRq), and Theorem 3.4.44 is just a very special consequence of a 
general theorem of Bhatt and Karmdikar (see Theorem 3.4 and Remark 1 of [4]) on 
uniqueness of measure-valued solutions of perturbed evolution equations. However, 
when B ( - )  and A(.) are only Borel-measurable, then Cf (-) is not continuous for 
f E D(C), and we cannot directly use the result of [4]. We shall use a result of Kurtz 
and Stockbridge (see [21], Theorem 2.7(c)) on uniqueness of forward equations to 
establish Theorem 3-4-44 in Appendi~ A.2. 
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Remark 3.4.46. The proof just given for Theorem 3.3.34(i) relies on the special 
structure of the unnormdized filter equation (3.2.19) and does not appear to extend 
to the normalized filter equation (3.2.11). We have therefore not been able to 
establish pathwise uniqueness in the sense of Definition 3.2.2 1 under conditions 
comparable to those of Theorem 3.3.34. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3.34(ii): Let {(O. F, { F t ) ,  P), (et, L ) )  and {(a, y, {Ft), P ) ,  
(et, T t ) )  be tmo weak solutions of the normalized a t e r  equation. By an argu- 
ment suni la ,  to that used for Proposition M.1.4 of Revuz and Yor [30], to estab- 
lish uniqueness in joint law it  is enough to  show that the processes {(?t, ft)) and 
{ ( R ~ ,  G ) )  are identically distributed when .Tro and ii are non-random, namely 
= .io = p, for arbitrary p E T'(Etd). (3.4.45) 
Thus suppose (3.4.45) holds for some p E p(lRd). Put 
and define the measures Q and Q on the rneasurable spaces (a, F )  and (0,3) 
respectively by 
Q(A) := E~[)cT;A], V A E F ,  
Q(A)  := E' [zT; A], VA E F. 
:= Ït + Io- ii,hk du,  ~ : = ~ + ~ / 0 5 u h k d u ,  t ~ [ o , T ] ,  (3.4.48) 
k=l k=1 
and 
- Ot := % t / X t ,  := %lxt  , Vt E [ O ,  Tl, (3.4.49) 
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we see, as in Remark 3-2-23 and Remark 3-2-26, that the pairs {(a, F, ($1,  Q ) ,  (et, Y;)) 
and {(a, F,  {F'}, Q) , (i?t, y;) )  are weak solutions of the unnorxnalized filter equa- 
tion, with 
which is a complete separable metric space with the  usual product metric, and let 
W = (wl ,  u2, w 3 )  be a generic member of 6. By the Yamada-Watanabe construction 
(see Theorem IV.1.1 of Ikeda and Watanabe [13]), there exists P E ~ ( 0 )  such that 
- 
m.1: f p(wL,  w 3 )  = Lq(o, Y); 
YW.2: Lp(w2, w3)  = .cQ (8, Y); 
YW.3: If (fi, y, p)  is the cornpletion of (fi, ~ ( a ) ,  P) , and fi is the augmentation of 
the a-algebra a{W(s), s E [O, t ] )  with the null eventç of (fi, y, p ) ,  V t E [O, Tl, 
then {w:, t E [O,T]) is an {Yt)-wiener process on (fi, y, P). 
From (YW-l), (YW.2), and (YW.3), dong with Exercise W.5.16 of Revuz and Yor 
[3O], it follows that {(fi, 9, {&}, P ) ,  (rd, u3)} and {(fi, 9, {A}, P )  , (w2,  w 3 ) }  are 
weak solutions for the unnormalized filter equation with 
and hence, fiom Theorem 3.3.34(i), 
Rom (3.4.49) we see that 
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and so, from (3.4.48), 
Rom (3.4.51) and (3.4.52) there exists a measurable mapping @ : C,w+(Rd)[O, T ]  x 
CF [O, T ]  -+ CF(w ) [O, T] x CRp [O, T] such that 
(5, i) = @(O, Y ) .  (3.4.53) 
Now (3.4.51) and (3.4.52) continue to hold with "overbar" in place of "tilde", and 
hence 
Thus, for each r E L3(Cp(Rq [O, T] x CRr [O, TI), we see from (3.4.46), (3.4.53), and 
(YW.l), that 
and, from (3.4.477, (3.4.54, and (YW.2) , we similarly have 
P(( . i ,  7) € r) = ~ ~ [ ( ~ ~ ~ ) - ' r r ( % ( b ,  Y))] = E'[(w$~)-'I~(@(w*, u3))]- (3.4.56) 
Now (3.4.50), (3.4.55), and (3.4.56) show that P((?, f) E r) = P((ii: T )  E E), as 
required. Cl 
Proof of Theorem 3.3.34(iii): The proof is an obvious simplification of the 
proof of Theorem 3.3.34(ii) and is omitted. O 
Proof of Theorem 3.3.38: Let {(fi, F, {Ft), Q ) ,  (cf,  g ) ) ,  i = 1,2 be two weak 
solutions of the unnormalized filter equation. D e h e  
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It then follows that {(a, F, ($1, Q ) ,  (i$, g ) )  is a weak solution of the rinnormalized 
filter equation. Therefore, the postulated uniqueness in joint law together with Fact 
3.4.40 implies that for an arbitrary q5 E B(Rd) we have 
hence, rearranging, gives 
and therefore 
Since 6'(Rd) is separating for Mi(Rd) (see Definition D.1.123 and Fact D.l.l29(ii)), 
we have &[5: = a:] = 1 for each t E [O, Tl. Now Theorem 3.3.34(i) follows from 
the fact that Io;', t E [O, TI) are continuous (recd! Defbition 3.2.28). O 
For axbitrary fi, f2 E Cr(Rd) put 
where JL and 'Bk are given by (3.2.8). We need the following lemmas, the proofs of 
which are given in Appendix AS: 
Lemma 3.5.47. Suppose Conditions 3.3.31-3.3.33 hold, let {(fi, 3, {Ft}, Q) ,  (6:, g ) } ,  
i = 1,2, be weak solvtions of the unnonnalized filter equation, and define the 
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M'(R2d) - d ~ d  bnctions {vi2, t E [O, TI), {v:', t E [O, TI), and t E [O) TI), 
as in (3.4.31) and (3.4.33). Then, for each fi, f2 E C'?(Rd), we have 
vt2(fi @ 1 2 )  = ui2(fi 8 f2) + vY2(j(fl @ f2) )  du, V t E [O, SI, JO' (3.5.59) 
with identical relations for a n d  V-22 in place of u-12. 
Lemma 3.5.48. For A and A dejined in (3.5.58) and (3.4.41) respectively, we 
have 
Putting Lernma 3.5.48 and Lemma 3.5.47 together, we see that the mappings 
r 12 
rut , t E [O,T]), {ut1, t E [O, TI), and t E [O,T])) defined a t  (3.4.31) and 
(3.4.33)) are M+(R2d)-vdued solutions of the evolution equation for (A + E ,  b),  
that is, 
with identical relations for u.ll and v.~* in place of u.12. In order to prove Lemma 
3-4-43) it remains to show that (3.5.62) holds not only for f E b, but for each f in 
the larger domain span{l, CC (IRZd)) .  That is, it must be shown that the rnappings 
{ t E [O,T]), {v:', t E [O,T]}, and {u:~, t Jf [O,T]} are M+(R2d)-valued 
solutions of the evolution equation for (A + h, span{l, CF SO this end we 
need the following result, whose proof is deferred to Appendix A.1: 
Lemma 3.5.49. Suppose Conditions 3.3.31 -3.3.33 hold. Then the closure of the 
relation {(f 2 f )  : f E 2)) in the supremum n o m  of B(R2d) x B ( R ~ ~ )  contains the 
relation {(f,Af) : f E CT(IW~~))- 
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From Lemma 3.5.49 and the notions of bpclosedness and bpclosure of a relation 
(see foot of page 111 of Ethier and Kurtz [8]), we see that 
Now put 
and observe that SI2 is a linear subspace of B(R2d) x B(RZd) - By (3.4-32) we have 
sup v:2(~2d) < CU, 
OStST 
and therefore, since CE B(R2d), it follows £rom the dominated convergence theorem 
that SI2 is bpclosed in B(R2d) x B(WZd). Since the ~ + ( R ~ ~ ) - v a l u e d  mapping 
{u:*, t E [Ol Tl) solves the evolution equation for (A + h, b), me have {( f ,  A f )  : 
f E b) C SI2, aad therefore, from the bpclosedness of SI2 and (3.5.63), we have 
Next, observe fiom (3.4.42) and Lemma D.3.146 that the operator (A, is 
conservative (see Defmition D.2.139), that is, 
In the light of (3.5.66), (3.5.65), and the bpclosedness of SI2! we then get 
Now (3.5-65) and (3.5.67), together with the linearity of SI2 show that 
which, in view of (3.5.64), shows that {$2, t E [O, TI) is an M f  (IR2')-valued so- 
lution of the evolution equation for (A + h, span{i, C?(WZd))). Defining Sn as  in 
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(3.5.64), but with v" in place of d2, we can  similarly show that {v:', t E [O,T]} is 
an M+(R2d)-valued solution of the evolution equation for ( A +  span{l, C?(IEZd)}), 
and likewise for {u:~, t E [O, 7'1). O 
Chapter 4 
Result Singularly Pert urbed 
Itô SDEs 
In Section 1.1 we briefly summarized a result of Blankenship and Papanicolaou [5] 
which says that, subject to certain conditions, the law of the solution {X;) of a 
singularly perturbed ODE of the form (1.1.5) converges weakly to the law of the 
solution {X,) of an SDE of the form (1.1.4) as E -t O. Our goal in the present 
chapter is to extend this result to singularly perturbed SDE's of the form (1.1.14). 
We formulate conditions on (1.1.14) which are sufEcient to ensure that the lax of 
the solution (X;} converges weakly to the law of the solution {z) of an SDE of 
the form (1.1.15), provided that the coefficients b( - )  and c(-) in (1.1.15j are given 
by formulae that will be established in this chapter. This result is a necessary 
preliminary in attaining the second major goal of the thesis, namely establishing 
convergence of nonlinear filters, which is undertaken in the next chapter. In ad- 
dition, in the present chapter we highlight and malce euplicit the construction of 
so-called "perturbed test functions" . These are a necessary tool in establishing 
the convergence result of this chapter, and will also be essential for dealing with 
convergence of nonlinear tilters in Chapter 5. 
4.1 Problem Formulation and Conditions 
In the present chapter we study a szngularly perturbed SDE of the form 
parametrized by E E (O, 11, where (2:) is a "fast" perturbing process defined by 
the "rescaling" 
2; := z,,,*, vt E [O, C u ) ,  
of a given process {,Tt), which will be assurned to have certain regularity and ergodic 
properties that wiU soon be precisely formulated (in Conditions 4.1.52 and 4.1.54 
to follow). The SDE (4.1.1) is essentially the relation (1.1.14) in terms of which me 
formulated our research goals in Chapter 1, but is slightly more general in that we 
here allow the function B to depend not just on the system state {-Y;), but also 
on the fast perturbing process {Z:} as well. We d o w  this additional generality 
not because it is really meaningful from the modeling point of view (which requires 
that B need only depend on XE) but simply because it is alrnost as easy to analyze 
this case as the more special one in which B depends on X: only. Our goal is to 
characterize the limit of {X;} as c + O. To this end we postdate the following 
conditions for the SDE (4.1.1): 
Condit ion 4.1.50. { W,, t E [O,  co) ) is a standard IRT -valued Wiener process on 
the complete pmbabilzty space (Cl, 3, P) .  
Condition 4.1.51. S i s  a compact metric space, and the rnappings F : Rd x S _t 
Rd, G : Rd x S s Rd, and B : Rd x S s IRdx' satisfgl 
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and have unaformly bounded first x-derivatives, namely 
Condition 4.1.52. There i s  an S-vabed Markov process {.Tt, t E [O, co)) defined 
o n  the probability space (a, 3, P )  with a transition pro bability jknction Pt (2, r) and 
initial distribution po E F ( S ) ,  and the processes {Zt} and {Wt ) are independent. 
For each E E ( O ,  11 the process {Z;, t E [O, co)) in (4.1.1) is  gzven by 
2; := Zt,,2, Vt  E [O, CO). (4.1.3) 
Furthemore, the transition probability Pt(z, r) of the Markou process {Zt } 2s sach 
that, for each Q E C(S) and t E [O, co), the mapping 
i s  a member of C(S) and defines a conseruative ( i e .  Ttl = 1) positive strongly 
continuous contraction semigroup on C(S) with infinitesimal generator denoted by 
(Q, W))-  
Remark 4.1.53. In the terminology of Ethier and Kurtz ([8], page 166) the serni- 
group { T t )  is a Feller semigroup. By  the compactness of S, t o g e t h  with standard 
results on Feller semigroups (see, for example, Proposition 4.2.4 of Ethier and Kurtz 
[8]), without loss of generality we s h d  assume that the sample paths of ( 2 , )  are 
corlol. 
Condition 4.1.54 (Geometric ergodicity of (2,)). There exists some unique 
E P ( S )  which is  invariant for the transition probability Pt(z, r), namely 
Moreouer, for this invariant distribution P we have 
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Condition 4.1.55. The probability measvre P in Condition 4-1-54 zs ssvh that 
The following result, which is suggested by Remark 12.2-3 of Ethier and Kurtz 
[8], lists some useful consequences of Condition 4.1.54, which will be needed to 
establish the aqmptotic properties of {X;). The proof is given in Appendiu B. 
Lernma 4.1.56. Suppose that Condition 4-1-54 holds. Then 
(i) for each z E S there exists a signed Borel measure ~ ( z ,  - )  on S szlch that 
supz I / x ( z ,  -) I I T V  < m, and such that f o r  every Q E C(S) we have 
L=[T~Q(.)  -Pl] dt = q(zf),(-,  d i ' )  E C(S); (4.1.8) 
(iz) for Q E C(S) such that 
the fitnction 
belongs to Z> (Q)  and solues the "Poisson equation " 
where (II, û(Q)) zs the infinitesimal generator of the Markou process (2,) (re- 
cal1 Condition 4-1-52). 
(iii) for every g E C'yo (Rd x S) , the finction 
belongs to C1po(Rd x S )  , and 
Remark 4.1.57. The left-hand integral in (4.1.8) is a Riemann integral in the 
Banach space C(S) of the mapping 
which is continuous since {Tt) is strongly continuous. Existence of this integral as 
a member of C(S) follows from Condition 4.1.54 and Lemma 1.1.4 of Ethier and 
Kurtz [8]. 
Remark 4.1.58. Condition 4.1 .SI, together with standard existence and unique- 
ness results for stochastic differential equations (see, for example, Theorem 5.1.1 
of Kallianpur [ls]), ensures that (4.1.1) has a pathwise unique strong solution 
{X;, t E [O, 00))  adapted to  the filtration { ~ 7 ~ ' )  defined by
F?" := .{WS1 Z:, s E [O, t ] )  vN(P) ,  (4.1.9) 
for each a E (O, 11. 
Our goal is to show that {X;) converges weakly to a difision process as E -t O+, 
and to characterize this diffusion. To this end, we use the signed Borel measure 
~ ( z ,  .) fiom Lemma 4.1.56(i) to d e h e  the coefficients 
+ [ B B ~  (x,z)lij) ~ ( d z )  , z E E t d .  (4.1.11) 
Also define the clifFusion operator (C, V ( C ) )  by 
Remark 4.1.59. The main result of this section (Theorem 4.2.63) is that {X;) 
converges weakly to a diffusion process with second order differentid operator C. 
For this, it is necessary that the matrix a(x) E Etdxd in (4.1- 11) be nonnegative 
deh i t e  for each x E Rd. To check that this is indeed the case, note that it suffices 
to show the same for the d x d matrix 
To this end, since F (x, -) E C(S) we observe from (4.1.4) that 
defines a member of C(S) for each x E Rd - &O, h m  (4.1.8) and Condition 4.1.55, 
we have 
which, by PF'(x, -) = O (recall (4.1.7)) and Fubini's theorem (recall (4.l.6)), can 
âq(x) = JO E [ ~ ( x ,  &)F~(x ,  20) + F~(x, &)F(z,  ZO)] dt, 
where (2,) is a stationary process corresponding to the transition probability 
Pt(q I') and initial measure P .  This c m  further be expressed as 
The above expression is the spectral density matrix of a stationary process evaluated 
at zero, and is therefore nonnegative definite. 
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Remark 4.1.60. From (4.1.2), (4.1.10), (4 . l . l l ) ,  and Lemma 4.1.56(i) it follows 
that bi(-) and aij(-)  are continuous functions on Rd, and that there exists a constant 
C E [O, ca) such that 
Therefore, by Lemma D.3.146, we know that C is a consemative linear operator 
(see Definition D.2.139). By Theorem 5.3.10 and Proposition 5.3.5 of Ethier and 
Kurtz [8] it also follows that for every x E Rd there exïst continuous solutions of 
the martingale problem for (L ,6,) . The next condition strengthens this and insists 
that there is exactly one such solution: 
Condition 4.1.61. The martingale problem for (L, 6,) is well posed for each x E 
Rd (recul1 that t is  defined by (4.1.10), (4.1.11), and (4.1.12)). 
Remark 4.1.62. The preceding Conditions 4.1.50, 4.1.5 1, 4.1.52, 4.1.54, 4.1.55, 
and 4.1.61 will usually be invoked together, and we will therefore refer to these 
conditions collectively as Condition AI. When specialized to the case B m O in 
(4.1.1) , these are essentially the conditions adopted by Blankenship and Papanico- 
laou [5]. 
4-2 Main Result 
The following result is a generalization of the Theorem on page 449 of Blankenship 
and Papanicolaou 151, to which it reduces for B = O in (4.1.1): 
Theorem 4.2.63. Suppose Condition A I ,  and let Po be the (unique) element in 
P(Cpi [O, m) ) solving the martingale problem for (C , &, ) . Then  
Remark 4-2-64, The expression for the operator L in (4.1.12) is very similar to 
that of the generator of the Limiting diffusion in Biankenship and PapanicoIaou (see 
(4.11) on page 448 of [5] ) ,  the only difference being the presence of the last term 
under the integral sign in (4.1.1 1) , which corresponds to the "averaging" of the B 
matrix specifying the stochastic integral in (4.1.1). 
Remark 4.2.65. In proving Sheorem 4.2.63 we follow the well-known method 
of first estabhshing relative compactness of a sequence of probability measure 
{L(XEn)) for an arbitrary sequence (en)=, C (0,1] converging to zero: and then 
showing that every weak limit of this sequence solves the weU-posed martingale 
problem for (L ,&, ) . In implementing this scheme, we shall use the method of 
Blankenship and Papanicolaou [5], which itself is motivated by an abstract ap- 
proach to averaging problems due to Kurtz [19]. In rough outline the idea of the 
method is as follows: Let e' be the operator for the martingale problem which 
is satisfied by the process {(X;, 2;)) - this wilI be made precise in (4.2.20) and 
Proposition 4.2.67. For each qb E D(C) one must cleverly construct a uniformly 
bounded mapping 1/i* : Rd x S x (0,1] -+ R such that f €94 defined by 
is in the domain of e', and such that e'f'-"as the form 
for some uniformly bounded function y 4  : Rd x S x (0,1] -+ R. One can think 
of the second term on the right sicle of (4.2.17) as a small perturbation of the 
"test h c t  ion" 4, giving the 'pert urbed test funct ion" F.4. This perturbation 
is carefdly constructed to ensure that the result of C E  operating on f '** is an 
equally s m d  perturbation of L# (see (4.2.18)). Thus, for each q5 E V ( t ) ,  it 
follows that P f..o converges to Cg.5, u n i f o d y  in both z and x, as E -t O. As 
will be seen, this convergence is the key to establishing both the weak relative 
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compactness of L(XCn ), as well as the fact that each wealc b i t  of this sequence 
solves the martingale problem for (L, &,). The actual construction of the perturbed 
test functions is accomplished by Proposition 4.2.68, and depends crucially on the 
geometric ergodicity postulated for {Zt ) by Condition 4.1.54. 
Remark 4.2.66. For obvious reasons the strategy outlined in Remark 4.2.65 is 
called the rnethod of pedurbed test finctions. This general approach was first given 
a heuristic formulation in the early morks of Stratonovich [34]. An abstract and 
mathematically rigorous formulation pras Iater established by Kurtz [19], and then 
used by Blankenship and Papanicolaou [5] to study the asyïnptotic properties of 
(4.1.1) in the case where B(.) r O. The book of Kuçhner [24] and the paper of 
Kurtz [20] give several other examples and applications of this approach. 
As a first step in implementing this approach, we must give a precise formulation 
of the operator eL in (4.2.18). Recalling the infinitesimal generator ((2, D((1)) of the 
Markov process (Zt} in Condition 4-1-52, let 
v := {f E C:'O(W~ x S) : f (x, -) E D(Q)  Vx /2.E IRd, and the mapping 
( x , ~ )  E IRd x S S  C)[f(x,-)](z) E R  belongs to c ~ ~ O ( R ~  x s)). 
(4.2.19) 
For each E E (0,1] d e h e  operator e' with domain as follows: 
Note that 5 is a linear subspace of C:vo(Rd x S), and that eCf is an element of 
C'=(Rd x X) for each f E V, so that (eC,@) is a linear operator on Cc(Rd x S) 
for every E E (O,  11. The next proposition, whose proof is given in Appendix B, 
establishes that {(X:, 2:)) solves the martingale problern for the operator (eL, 3) 
(see Definition D.2.134): 
Proposition 4.2.67. Suppose Condition AI (see Remark 4-1.62)- For e u e q  E E 
(0,1] and f E v the process 
The ne-xt result, mhich is dso  proved in AppendUc B, establishes that there do 
indeed exist "pertur'bed test functions" of the general fcrm (4.2.17) such that 
(4.2.18) holds: 
Proposition 4.2.68. Suppose Condition A I  (see Remark 4-1-62). Then,  for each 
4 E Cr(Rd) ,  there &st f inctions ff E CZvo(Rd x S), f$ E C:*O(IEd x S), f3 E 
Czso(Rd x S) ,  and r" E ( R ~  x S x ( O ,  il), wzth the following property: If f p4(-) is 
defined for each E E ( O ,  11 by 
Remark 4.2.69. The hinctions fi", i = 1 ,2 ,3 ,  and f "4 provided by Proposition 
4.2.68 will be used in the ne,xt section to establish Theorem 4.2.63. These functions 
will also play an essential role in the next chapter on convergence of nonlinear 
filt ers. 
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4.3 Proof of Theorem 4.2.63 
The proof is given in two steps: 
Step 1: Fix some sequence (en)=, c (O, 11 such that hn,, E, = O. We first estab- 
lish that the sequence {&(Xe'), n E N) is relatively compact in P(CRd- [O, CO)) (note 
that we regard the Etd-valued continuous process {X:) as an Etd*-valued continuous 
process, where Rd* denotes the usud onepoint (Alexandrov) compactification of 
Rd, and therefore L(X") is a probability measure in the Polish space CRd- [O, cc)). 
To this end, define the linear operator (L*, V (C*)) on C(Rd* ) as follows: 
where the operator (L, V(L)) is defined in (4.1.12), 4 denotes the point at infinity 
in the one-point compactification IWd*, and q5IRd indicates the restriction of Q to 
the domain IRd. To simplify the notation, we shall write "n" instead of "E," in 
superscripts, so that Xn is short for Xfn, Jnpd is short for fZnpd, and so on. We are 
now ready to prove relative compactness of { L ( X n )  , n E N) in P(CRd. [O, m) ) . Fix 
some q5 E V (Lk) , some T E [O, oo), and define $ E CC (Rd) by 
-&O, for each n E N, define 
where f "14 := f.n.6 E b is given by (4.2.22) in terms of the functions ff , i = 1 ,2 ,3 ,  
provided by Proposition 4.2.68. By Proposition 4-2-67, 
t 
Un (t) - 1 V, ( s )  ds is an {3Fz.}-martingale Vn E RI, (4.3.27) 
and, by (4.2.22) and (4.3.26a), we have 
From Proposition 42.68 we see that the f '  are UILiformly bounded over IEZd x S for 
each i = 1 ,2 ,3 .  Thus, fiom (4.3.28), (4.3.25), and the fact that X; has values in 
Etd ((and never takes the value A) we see t hat 
bp-lim SUP lun (t) - # ( X r )  1 = 0- 
n4oa t€[O,T] 
Also, by (4.2.23), (4.3.24), and (4.3.26b) we have 
whence, by the uniforrn boundedness of (see Proposition 42-68) 
bplim sup IV,@) -L*@(X;)J = 0. (4.3.31) 
n+oo tf[O,T] 
since L*@ E C(IRd'), and thus t ' q 5  is uniforrnly bounded over Rd, we see fiom 
(4.3.29) and (4.3.31) that 
No* D(L*)  is an algebra in C(IRd*). Hence, taking E := IRh, := 3fZn , and 
Ca := D(L') in Theorem D .l.l33, and using (4.3.27), (4.3.32), (4.3.33), we see that 
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{L(4(Xn) ) ,  n E N} is relatively compact in P(CRIO, 00)) for every 4 E D (1;'). 
But the Stone-Weierstrass theorem ensures that V(l;*) is dense in C(IEtd*), a d  
hence we can take E := Rd* and U := V ( t * )  in Theorem D.1.132 to conclude 
that { L ( X n ) ,  n E N) is relatively compact in P(CRd. [O, m)) (the compact contain- 
ment condition required by Theorem D.1.132 holds trivially by the compactness of 
E := Rd*). 
Step 2: In this step we complete the proof. First we need the following: 
Fact 4.3.70. Let P E P (CR,. [Oo cm)) be a solution of the martingale problem for 
(L*, 6,), for some x E p. Then P(C@ [O7 w)) = 1, and, i f  P denotes the restriction 
of I> to CR. [O, CO), then P is a solution of the martingale problem for (L, &). 
Proof of Fact 4-3-70. This is an imrnediate consequence of Theorem D-2.140, to- 
gether with the fact that the operator (L, V (C) ) is conservative (see Remark 4-1-60). 
C1 
Fix some T E [O, oo) and some t E [O, Tl. Then, for f i t e  subsets (ti)ei C [O,t] 
and (hi)&, C C(Wd.), hom (4.3.28) and (4.3.30) we have 
V )  - L X )  1 h i (  = O, b'@ E D(L*). 
n+m 
i=l 
In view of Fact 4.3.70 and Condition 4.1.61, it follows that uniqueness holds for 
the CRd- [O, M) martingale problem for (L*, 6,) (since xo E Rd). Thus, by (4-3.27) 
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and (4.3.34) to (4.3.37), together with the relative compactness of { L ( X n ) )  in 
P (CR+ [O, &)) (established in Step 1)) we can use Theorem D -2.141 to see that there 
exists some solution Po E 7'(CRd- [O, cm)) of the martingale problem for (C*, 6,) (see 
Remark D.2.136) such that 
lim L ( X n )  =Po in P(CRd-[O,oo)). (4.3.38) 
n+OQ 
By Fact 4.3.70 and Condition 4.1.61, we see that the restriction of to  CRd[O, m) 
is the unique solution Po of the martingale problem for (C, a,,), and hence the result 
follows hom (4.3.38) and the fact that L ( X n  ) (CRd [O, oo) ) = 1, for every n E N. O 
4.4 A Special Case 
We conclude this chapter by considering the special case specified by the following 
condition. 
Condition 4.4.71. The mapping B(- )  in (4.1.1) is  a function of i ts  first argument 
only, narnely B : Etd ed K t d X r .  
If Condition 4.4.71 holds, then, fiom (4.1.11) and (4.1.13), we can mite  
Let c : Rd + IRdxd be some Borel-rneasurable square root of the positive semidefinite 
matrix â(-). Then the last relation can be written as 
We now have the following result which wiU be needed for the next chapter. 
Theorem 4.4.72. Suppose Conditions AI  and 4-4-72 hold (recall Remark 4.1.62), 
let Po E P(CRd [O, a>)) be a solution of the martingale problem for (C, b,,), and let 
X. be a generic element of CRd [O,  cm). Then 
(i) there exists a complete pmbability space (0, f, P ) ,  which is an  extension of 
the probability space (CRd [O,  w ) , B(Cpi [O, oo) ) , Po), and equipped un'th a stan- 
dard filtration { 3 t )  together with an Rr+d-valued {y')- Wiener process {wt) 
{(w, ,  G),  t E [O,  m)}, such that {(n, F, {z), P ) ,  ( X t ,  at)} is a weak solution 
of the SDE 
with 
Proof. (i) F'rom (4.4.40) and Itô's formula one easily sees that the processes 
and 
are continuous IF;}-local martingales on (n, 7, P ) .  Therefore, the result follows 
directly from Proposition 5.4.6 of Karatzas and Shreve [16]. 
(ü) This folloms from (i) and Theorem 4.2.63. 
Note that , cornpared with the martingale problern representation of (x,}, the SDE 
(4.4.40) has one more element, namely the Wiener process { w ~ ) .  Its first com- 
ponent, { w,}, mil1 be used in the formulation of the atering problem of the next 
chapter. 
Chapter 5 
Convergence of Nonlinear Filt ers 
In this chapter we address the second problem of the thesis and show me& conver- 
gence of nonlinear filters as outlined in Section 1.1 (these goals are also recalled in 
greater detail in Section 5.1 which follows). In brief, we s h d  introduce a martin- 
gale problem for the probability measure-valued solutions of the normalized filter 
equation, and use the uniqueness result of Chapter 3 t o  show that the martingale 
problem for the limiting nonlinear filter is well-posed. This will enable us to apply 
a powerhl convergence theorem of Bhatt and Karandikar [3] to establish conver- 
gence of the nonlinear aters .  An essential roIe will be played by the perturbed test 
functions furnished by Proposition 42-68, which will be used to verify some of the 
conditions of Bhatt and Karandikar's result. 
Convergence of nonlinear filters has received some attention in the established 
literature, but we adopt a different approach to this problem from that used in pre- 
vious works, and establish convergence subject to significantly weaker restrictions. 
We compare our results with these other works in Remark 5.3.101, Remark 5.3.103, 
and Remark 5.3.104, a t  the end of the chapter. 
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5.1 Introduction, Problem Formulation, and Main Result 
We consider the SDE 
on the probability space (R, 3, P).  This is essentially the SDE (4.1.1) whose asyrnp- 
totics were studied in Chapter 4, escept that B is assumed to be a function of Xt 
only, rather than a function of (X:,Z:), and we limit attention to a fived time 
horizon [O, Tl, for some T E (O, a>). Suppose that the conditions imposed in Theo- 
rem 4.4.72 hold, so that, in paxticular, equation (5.1.1) has a unique solution. For 
each E E (0,1] we will take the signal to be the Rd-valued process {X;, t E [O, TI) 
given by (5.1.1)) and define the corresponding IRT-dimensional observation process 
Note that the Wiener process {Wt) in the observation equation (5.1.2) also appears 
in the mode1 dynamics (5.1. l ) ,  so that the signal process {X;) is effectively con- 
ditioned by the observation process {y). If we define the observation filtration 
by 
then Lemma 2.3.5 yields a p(Rd)-valued process {?ri, t E [O, TI) which is {3z)- 
optional and satisfies 
?r:f = E [ ~ ( x ; ) I F ~ ]  a s .  (5.1.4) 
for each t E [O,T] and f E B(Rd). This process is c d e d  the nonlinear filter for 
the signal process {X;)  given the observation {Y;). In this chapter our goal is to 
study and characterize the asymptotic lirnit, in the sense of convergence in law, of 
the nonlinear filter {x:, t E [O,T]) as E + 0. 
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The p r i m q  motivation for considering this problem cornes from the question 
of whether the rich and well-developed theory of stochastic averaging within the 
setting of Itô SDEs, seen in Chapter 4, extends to the nonlinear filtering frarnework. 
More spec5cally7 we try to ascertain whether the stochastic "averaging" of the 
signal process {X;)  (mhich as a consequence has weak convergence of {X;) to a 
limiting &ion {x~)) e n t a i .  weak convergence of the correspondhg nonlinear 
flters {T;) to some wel1-defined P (Rd)-valued limit . 
To get some idea of possible limits of the process {T;, t E [O, Tl), we suppose 
that the conditions postulated for Theorem 44-72 are in force. It then follows that 
(i) there is a weak solution ((0, E, {Ft), P )  , (Xt, w,)) of the SDE 
with 
where { w ~ }  E {(wt7 g ) ,  t E [O, TI) is an ~ '+~-valued {St)-wiener process , (ii) 
the process { X E ,  t E [OIT]), given by (5.1.1), converges in Iaw to the limit {x,, t E 
[O, TI) as E + 0, and (Ci) this SDE has the property of uniqueness in law (this 
results from Condition 4.1.61). The Wiener process {G) in (5.1.5) has arisen in 
the couse of averaging over the fast process {Z,}, while {TI,} may be regarded as 
a natural counterpart of { Wt ) in (5.1.1). Using this latter Wiener process we define 
an Rr-dimensional observation process 
and an observation filtration by 
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By Lemma 2.3.3 there is a P(Rd)-valued, corlol, and (3:)-optional process { ~ t ,  t E 
[O, TI) such that 
for each t E [O, TI and f E B(Rd); we regard this process as the nonlinear filter for 
the signal {xt,  t E [O, TI) corresponding to the observation process {Y;, t E [O, TI). 
The structure of (5.1.1), (5.1.2), and (5.1.5) suggests that {r;, t E [O,T]) may 
converge in law to the nonlinear filter { E , ,  t E [O,  TI) as E -t 0, and our goal 
in the present chapter is to show that this is indeed the case. In addition to 
the conditions imposed in connection with Theorem 4.4.72, we s h d  postdate the 
furt her conditions: 
Condition 5.1.73. The mapping h : Etd -i Rr is continuous and uniformly bounded. 
Condition 5.1.74. The mapping c : Rd + IRdxd in the factorization (4.4.39) (see 
also the SDE (5.1.5)) is continuous, and â(x) = c(x)cT (x) is strictly positive definite 
for each x E Rd. 
Remark 5.1.75. From Condition 4-4-71 and Remark 4.1.60 we see that there is a 
constant C E [O, CO) such that 
We impose Conditions 5.1.73 and 5.1.74 to avail ourselves of the uniqueness re- 
sults for the nonlinear filter equations established in Chapter 3 (see Theorem 3.3.34 
and the associated Conditions 3.3.31, 3.3.32 and 3-3-33), mhich d l  be essential for 
this chapter. The postdate in Condition 5.1.73 that h(.) be continuous is not in 
fact needed for Theorem 3.3.34, which requires that h ( - )  be only Borel-measurable, 
but will play a role in severd of the technical developments in the present chapter. 
Remark 5.1.76. To ixnprove readability in the rest of this chapter we will collec- 
tively refer t o  the conditions needed for Theorem 4-4-72, together with Conditions 
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5.1.73 and 5.1.74, as Condition AII. That is, Condition AI1 encompasses all of the 
Conditions4.1.50, 4.1.51,4.1.52, 4.1.54,4.1.55,4.1.61, 4.4.71,5.1,73,and5.1.74. 
We are now able to state the main result of this chapter: 
Theorem 5.1.77. Suppose that Condition AI1 holds. Then 
Iim L((rL,  Y')) = ~ ( ( j i ,  Y ) )  in P(CP(w)xR- [O, TI). (5.1.9) 
€+O+ 
In this section we introduce some preliminary considerations before beginnirig the 
task of establishing Theorem 5-1-77. 
Define Rr -vdued processes {If}, E E (O, 11, and {& ) , by 
Remark 5.2.78. These are innovations processes, and it follows from Lemma 
2.4.11 that {(l;, Fc)) and {(Tt, FE)) are Rr-valued Wiener processes on (R, 3, P )  
and (a, f, P )  respectively. In view of path continuity it follows that {(If, 37')) and 
{ ( f t ,  q)) axe F-valued Wiener processes on (!2,F, P) and (a, f, P )  respectively. 
Remark 5.2.79. Since the mapping 
is continuous (see Fact C.1.109), we see from (5.2.10) and the continuous mapping 
theorem (e.g. Corollary 3.1.9 of Ethier and Kurtz [BI), that Theorem 5.1.77 follows 
when we have proved 
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Theorem 5.2.80. Suppose that Condition An holds- Then 
Thus, me must establish Theorem 5.2.80. To this end me fmst deveIop the nor- 
rnalized filter equation for the nonlinear filter (6) given by (5.1.8). From (5.1.51, 
(4.4.39), and Itô's formula, we see that the process 
is an {$)-martingale for each q5 E CF (Etd), where L is d e h e d  by (4.l.l2), (4.1.1 1) , 
and (4.1.10)- Furthemore, by Remark 2.4.9, for 
we have 
Therefore, Theorem 2.4.9 shows that , for each 4 E c," (Rd), we have 
We ne* introduce a p(IRd) x S-valued process {&), which is au'oliary to the 
nonlinear filter { T F )  (recall that S is the compact metric space in which the fast 
perturbation process (2;) in (5.1.1) takes values - see Conditions 4.1.51 and 
4-1-52), and which wil1 be needed in the proof of Theorem 5 -2.80. The Rd x S-valued 
process {(X;, 2;)) is corlol (recall Remark 4.1.53), hence we can use Lemma 2.3.5 
to hl a P(IRd x S)-valued, corlol, and (3:)-optional process {pz, t E [O,T]) on 
(O, 3, P) such that 
p:g=E[g(X:,~:)[~r]  a.s. W E [O,T], g E B ( R ~  x S). (5.2.15) 
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In view of (5.1.4) and (5-2.15)) we see that the nonlinea. filter {TF) and the process 
{p i )  are related by 
\Ve next establish a normalized filter equation for {&). R e c d  fiom Proposition 
4-2-61 that for every f E (see (4.2.19)) the process 
w,zc is an {Ft )-martingale. Define the operators Ek, k = 1,2, .  . . , r ,  on v by 
Dependence of { M ; . ~ }  on {Wt) is characterized in the next result, whose (rather 
technical) proof is placed in Appendix C. 
Lemma 5.2.81. Suppose Condition AI1 (see Remark 5-1-76) holds. T h e n  for eu- 
ery e € (0, 11 and f E $ (see (4.2.19)), we have 
From (5.2.10a) and (5.2.16) we have 
Now Proposition 42-67, Lemma 5.2.81, Theorem 2-4-12) and (5.2.18) show that 
{ p z }  satisfies the following normalized filter equation: Vf E V ,  E E (O, 11 we have 
for every t E [O, Tl. A result which will soon be needed is the following (the proof 
is in Appendix C) : 
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Lemma 5.2.82. Suppose that Condition AI1 holds (see Remark 5.1.76). The 
P (llgd) -uulued processes { T F )  and (6) (see (5.1.4) and (5.1 -8)) are continuous and 
(3:') and (3:) -adqted respectiuely. 
We d l  also need to associate martingale problems with the normalized filter 
equations (5.2 -14) and (5.2 -19). To allow sufEcient flexïbility for later applications, 
we choose a general structure of the filter equations, formalized in the following 
Definition 5.2.84, mhich includes both (5.2.14) and (5.2.19) as special cases: 
Condition 5.2.83. Let E be a metric space, and let ck E C(E) ,  1 5 k 5 T ,  be 
fized. Also let 9, 3Ck C C(E)  x C(E) ,  1 5 k 5 r ,  be operators with a cornmon 
domazn V ( 9 ,K )  c C(E) .  
The follonring generalizes the notion of weak solution in Definition 3.2.19: 
Definition 5.2.84. Suppose Condition 5.2.83. The pair {(O, F,  {&), P) ,  (v,, K)) 
is  a weak solution of the normalized filter equation corresponding to (9,  X ,  c ) ,  if the 
following holds: 
(a, 3, {&), P) is a cornpiete filtered probabzlity space; 
{V,, t E [O, TI) 2s a n  Rr -ualued (Ft)-  Wiener process on (O, 3, P) ;  
{ut, t E [O, TI) is a P(E)-ualued, corlol, {&)-adapted process, such that for 
euery # E w, w, 
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We next mi t e  d o m  a martingale problem for the P(E)-valued process {vt) in 
Definition 5.2.84. Our approach is motivated by Hijab [12] (although a similar idea 
had been used before in studying the Fleming-Viot process of population genetics 
- see Dawson [6] and the references therein). Define 
V(H(5, Ky c)) := {O E C ( P ( E ) )  : O ( v )  = H ( ~ q 5 ~ ,  u @ ~ ,  - . . , ~ 4 ~ ) ~  VV E P(E) ,  
and for each O E D(W(5, X, c ) )  define (recall (5.2.21)) 
Since ck E C(E) ,  k = 1 , 2 , .  . . , r ,  it folloms at once that 
The next result shows that the P(E)-valued process {ut) solves the martingale 
problem for the operator H(5, X, c) (see Definition D.2.134). The proof, which is 
given in Appendk C. 1, is just an easy consequence of Itô's formula and (5.2.20): 
Lemma 5.2.85. Suppose Condition 5-1-89, and let the pair {(a, 3, {Ft}, P) , (y, &) ) 
Definition 5-2.84). Then the process 
is an IFt)-martingale for each @ E 2)(H(5,3C7 c) ) .  
Useful properties of 'D (W(5, XI c)) are surnmarized in the following two results, 
the proofs of which are placed in Appendix (2.1. 
Lemma 5.2.86. Suppose that Condition 5-2-83 holds. T h e n  V(W(S, X,c)) is an 
algebra in C ( P ( E ) )  that includes constant finctions. Moreover, if D(s13C) is  
separating (see Definition D.1.122), then V (W(5, IK3 c ) )  separates points in P ( E )  
(see Definition D.1 .lez), and if V (9 ,X)  is convergence detennining (see Defini- 
tion 0.1.186) then D (W(9,3C, c) )  strongly separates points in P ( E )  (see Definition 
D.l.125). 
CorolIary 5.2.87. Sappose that E is a compact metric space and V(Sl K) i s s ep -  
arating in Condition 52-83. Then D(N(9 ,  3Cl c) ) zs dense in C(P(E) )  . 
To prove Theorem 5-2.80 we need a martingale problem not just for the process 
{ut),  but rather for the pair {(ut, K)) in Definition 5.2.84. Again following Hijab 
Pz], put 
V ( ~ ( Ç ,  X ,  c ) )  := span{@ 8 g : Q E D(W(5, TC, c ) ) ,  g E Cë(Rr )  U {l)) 
Remark 5.2.88. R o m  (5.2.24) it follows that 
The following result, which is an easy consequence of Lemma 5.2.85 and Itô's 
product formula (see Appendix C.1 for the proof), shows that the P(E)  x Rr-valued 
process {(v,, K)) solves the martingale problem for the operator H(5, X ,  c): 
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Lemma 5.2.89. Suppose Condition 52-83 holdî, and the pair {(O, 3, {El ,  P) ,  (ut, 6 ) )  
is a weak solution o f  the normalized filter equatian corresponding to (5, X, c) (see 
Definition 5-2-84). Then the process 
iç an CFt)-martingale for each 4 E ir>(ll%(s, X , c)). 
Remark 5.2.90. (i) Take E r Rd, ck = hk and XI. E &, k = 1,2 ,... , r ,  Ç GL, 
and V ( 9 , X )  Cp(IRd) in Condition 5.2.83. From Remark 5.2.78, Lemma 5-2-82> 
and (5.2.14), we see that {(R, P, { F ' ) ,  P ) ,  ( F ~ ,  4)) is a mak solution of the nor- 
malized filter equation corresponding to (C, B, h) (in the sense of Defininition 5.2.84). 
Thus Lemma 5.2.89 shows that the P ( W d )  x Rr-valued process {(iit, G), t E [O, TI) 
is a solution of the martingale problem for &(c, B, h)  (see Definition D.2.134). 
From (5.1.6) and (5.1.8) me see that f0 = cf,, and, from (5.2.10b), that Ïo = 0. 
Thus, if p E P(P(Rd)  x W) denotes the Dirac mesure  concentrated at  the point 
(&,,O) E P ( R ~ )  x Rr, then we have L(iio,Ïo) = p, hence {(&,&), t E [O,T]) is a 
solution of the martingale problem for (IÉ~(c,  B, h) , p)  . 
(ii) Likewise, with E E Rd x S, ck G hk@ 1 and 3Ck = Ek, k = 1,2, . . . , r ,  9 = P, 
and D(S,  3-C) = v in Condition 5.2.83, we see from Remark 5.2.78 and (5.2.19) 
that {(a, F, {Fz ) , P)  , (pz? IF) ) is a weak solution of the normalized filter equation 
corresponding to (ef, E, h 8 1). Thus Lemma 52-89 shows that the p(IRd x S) x Rp- 
valued process {(&, 1:) , t E [O, TI) is a solution of the martingale problem for 
B (eC,~ ,h@ 1). 
5.3 A Convergence Theorem of Bhatt and Karandikar 
With the preliminaries of Section 5.2 in place we are now ready to discuss the main 
result which will be used to establish Theorem 5.2.80, namely: 
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Theorem 5.3.91 (Theorem 2.1 & Remark 2.2 of Bhatt and Karandikar [3]). 
Suppose that E is a complete separable metn'c space, and A is a linear operator with 
domain V (A) having the following properties: 
(1) There exists n countable set é C D ( A )  such that { ( f , A f )  : f E Z)(JL)) is a 
subset o f  the bp-closure of {( f ,  A f) : f E C). 
(II)  V (A)  i s  an algebra that separates points in E (see Definition 0-1.121) and 
uanishes nowhere, and there i s  a countable subset o f V ( S 1 )  that strongly sepa- 
rates points in E (see Definition D.l.125). 
(III) The martingale problem for A i s  well-posed (see Definition D-2.134 and Defi- 
nition 0-2.137). 
Suppose further that, for some p E P(E) ,  we have 
(IV) the martingale problem for (A, p )  has a sobt ion { X I ,  t E [O, T I )  with cor101 
paths. 
( V )  there is a sequence { X n ( t ) ,  t E [O,  TI), n = 1 , 2 , .  . . of E-valued processes with 
corlol paths sach that { L ( X n  ( t ) )  , n = 1 ,2 ,  . . . ) is a tight sequence in P ( E )  for 
each t E [O,  Tl, and lim, L(X,(O)) = ,u in P ( E ) .  
(VI )  for each f E v(JZ), there exist R-valued progressively measurable processes 
{ ( U d t ) 7 7 ; ) 1  t E [%TI) and { ( V , ( t ) , q ) ,  t E [O,T]}, n = 1 ,2 ,  -. ., such that 
t E [O, Tl, zs a n  {c} - martingale, (5.3.26) 
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sup E [{lT IV,(s)Ip ds) lAl  < m, for some p t (1, m), (5.3.28) 
n 
Remark 5.3.92. Comparing Theorem 5.3.91 to the somewhat similar Theorem 
4.8.10 of Ethier and Kurtz [8], one observes that the former result postdates only 
relative compactness of the one dimensional marginals of an E-valued sequence of 
cor101 processes {Xn), whereas the latter theorem makes the significantly stronger 
hypothesis of relative compactness of the set of probability measures in DEIO, a) 
of the whole process Xn. In this respect, Theorem 5.3.91 is considerably easier 
to use than Theorem 4.8.10 of [8]. This is a (subtle) consequence of the stronger 
uniqueness hypothesized in Theorem 5 -3-91, namely uniqueness of solutions of the 
martingale problem for A rvithin the class of progressively measurable processes (see 
(III) of Theorem 5-3-91), whereas Theorem 4.8.10 of (81 postdates only uniqueness 
Tvithin the class of corlol candidate solutions. Although the uniqueness hypot hesis 
in Theorem 5.3.91 is more difficult to verify than the uniqueness hypthesized by 
Thcorem 4.8.10 of [BI, it is nevertheless the case that Theorem 5.3.91 is much better 
suited to establishing weak convergence of nonlinear filters because its hypothesis 
on relative compactness are so much easier to verify. 
Remark 5.3.93. In order to establish Theorem 52-80 it is enough to show that 
for an arbitrary sequence { E , )  c (O, 11 such that lin en = O. We henceforth regard 
this sequence as fixed, and, to lighten the notation, we denote {T;" ) and {ltn) by 
{T; )  and {IF) respectively. 
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Remark 5.3.94. We are going to use Theorem 5.3.91 to show (5.3.30). To this 
end, we will identify E and (A, D(JL)) in Theorem 5.3.91 mith the complete s e p  
arable metnc space P(Rd) x Rr and linear operator (H(c, B, ~,Z) (&(C,  B, h)))  
respectively, and will ver* ( O ) ,  (1) , ( I I )  and ( I I I )  of Theorem 5.3.91 for the o p  
erator (a(&, B, h), v(@(L> B, h)) ) .  we nrill further identifjr the probability mea- 
sure p in Theorem 5.3.91 with the Dirac rneasure in P ( P ( R d )  x Rr) concentrated 
at the point (b,,,O), the process {Xt ,  t E [O,T]) in Theorem 5.3.91(IV) with 
{(a, &), t E [O, TI), and the process {X,(t), t E [O, TI} in Theorem 5.3.91(V) with 
{ (  1 )  t E [O, SI), and wiU then veri* the remaining conditions (IV), (V) and 
(W 
Verification of (O) in Theorem 5.3.91: Since hk E (?(Etd), k = 1 ,2 ,  . . . , r (see 
Condition 5-1-73), by Rernark 5.2.88 we have 
as required. 
Verification of (1) in Theorem 5.3.91: This is an immediate consequence of 
the foilowing simple result, the proof of which is located in Appendk C.2: 
Lemma 5.3.95. The set 
is separable (in the suprernum n o m  ofC(p( IRd)  x W) x Ç ( P ( R ~ )  x Rr))- 
Verification of (II) in Theorem 5.3.91: By Lemma 5.2.86 we know that 
D(W(C, 23, h ) )  is an algebra that includes constant functicns, hence vanishes nowhere. 
Since V ( & ,  B) := G'r(IRd) is separating (see Fact D.1.129) me see from Lemma 
5.2.86that V ( W ( L ,  B, h)) separates points in p(lRd). Then it folIows from (5.2.25a) 
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that i r ) ( @ ( t ,  B, h)) is an algebra that vanishes nowhere and separates points in 
p(IRd) x IRT. It remains to see that v (@c, B: h)) includes a countable subset 
that strongly separates points in P(llgd) x Rr. Since V ( L ,  B) := G'p(IRd) is conver- 
gence determïning (see Fact D.l.l29), we see from Lemma 5.2.86 that D (E(L, B, h)) 
strongly separates points in p(Rd),  and since V (H(C, B, h)) is separable (see Lemma 
5.3.95) it follows that V (H(L, B, h) ) includes a countable subset which strongly sep- 
arates points in P(Rd). Since (?(IF) is separable in the supremum n o m ,  we see 
that Cp(Rr) is likewise separable, and CF(RT) is easily seen to strongly separate 
points in RT. Hence Cr (Rr )  includes a countable subset that strongly separates 
points in IRr. Now it follows from (5.2.25~~) that D(@(C, B, h)) includes a countable 
subset that strongly separates points in P(Rd) x Rr . 
Verification of (III) in Theorem 5.3.91: This is the most important of the 
conditions associated with Theorem 5-3-91: and is verified by the following result, 
which in turn relies in an essential way on the uniqueness Theorem 3.3.34(ii) giving 
uniqueness in joint law for the normalized filter equation. The proof of Theorem 
5.3.96 is in Appendix C.3. 
Theorem 5.3.96. Suppose Condition AI1 (see Remark 5-1-76). Then the rnartin- 
gale problem for &(C, B, h) is well-posed. 
Verifkation of (IV) in Theorem 5.3.91: As noted in Remark 5.3.94, we take 
p E p(p (Rd)  x KY) in Theorem 5.3.91 to be the Dirac measure concentrated at 
the point (6,, , O ) .  Then, from Remark 5.2.90(i), we see that {(?,, &), t E [O, TI) 
is a solution of the martingale problem for (Il%&, U h) , p)  . Moreover, the paths of 
{ (  ) t E [O, T l )  are necessarily continuous (by Lemma 5.2.82 and (5.2.10b)), 
thus corlol. 
Verification of (V) in Theorem 5.3.91: As noted in Remark 5.3.94, we identiS 
{X,(t), t E [O, TI) in Theorem 5.3.91(V) with {(rr, I r ) ,  t E [O,T]), which, in view 
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of Lemma 5.2.82 and (5.2.10a), is continuous, hence corlol. From (5.1.1), (5.1.4), 
and (5.2.10a), it follows that L(lr,", 1,") = p, V n = 1,2, . . . . Now, verification of 
(V) is completed by the following result, which is established in Appendix C.2: 
Lernma 5.3.97. Suppose Condition AI1 (see Remark 5-1-76}. Then {L(a;), n = 
1,2,. . . ) is ttght in P(P(Rd))  for each t E [O,T]. 
Verification of (VI) in Theorem 5.3.91: 
Remark 5.3.98. Here we will use the perturbed test functions fL*d furnished by 
Proposition 4.2.68, and the P(Rd x S)-valued process {&, t E [O, TI} given by 
(5.2-15). In keeping with Remark 5.3.30, we lighten the notation and put en for 
eEn (see (4.2.20)), f "*"or ff .."sec (4.2.22)), {p;) for {p?), and for 3zn (see 
(5.1-3))- 
Fix arbitrary Q E 'D(~@L, 8  h)) (see (5.2.25a)) of the form 
for some 
for some positive integer rn, some H E CF (ELm), & pi CC (Rd), 1 5 i < - m (see 
(5.2.22)). For each n E N define 
@n(p) :=H(pfn'41,... , / ~ f " l ' ~ ) ,  /I €P(JRd x S), (5.3.33) 
where f E 8 is given by Proposition 4.2.68 with E := En and $J := &. Since 
en,& c C ( @ X  s) x Ç p d  x s), t/12 E H, 11 IC s r ,  
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(see (5.2.17)) and fn14i E 3, it follows that 
hence 
For each t E [O, Tl, n E N, put 
From Remark 5.2 .go@), we know that the P (Rd x S) x Rr-valued {q)-progressively 
measurable process {(p:, IF), t E [O, TI) is a solution of the martingale problem 
for &(en, E, h 8 1); hence (5.3.35), (5.3.36a), and (5.3.36b) show that 
is a {=}-martingale, as required for (5.3.26). To verify the remaining conditions 
(5.3.27), (5.3.28), and (5.3.29) we need the following elementary fact, the proof of 
Fact 5.3.99. (a) There is a constant C E [O, oo) such that 
(c) There is a constant C E [O: oo) such that 
To verie (5.3.271, we see kom (5.3.36a) and (5.3.31) that 
and thus, by uniform boundedness of g( . )?  (5.3.37) and (5.3.39), 
sup IU,(t) -q(irL,c)I =O, 1 
as required. Now (5.3.28) is an immediate consequence of Fact 5.3.99(b) and 
(5.3.29) follows from Fact 5.3.99(c) and the dominated convergence theorem. 
Ali conditions of Theorem 5-3-91 have now been checked, and hence we conclude 
that 
But { (  1 )  t E [O, TI) and {(ii,, &), t E [O, Tl)  are continuous p(IRd) x Rr- 
valued processes (see Lemma 5.2.82, (3.2.10a), and (5.2.10b)) thus we get (5.3.30) 
from (5.3.40) and Corollary 3.3.2 of Ethier and Kurtz (81. We have thus established 
Theorem 5.2.80 (see Remark 5.3.93), and therefore, in view of Remark 52-79, me 
have also proved Theorem 5.1.77. 
Remark 5.3.100. Kurtz and Ocone (221 introduced the notion of a filtered mar- 
tingale problem, which has subsequently been used by a number of authors for 
establishing uniqueness for the SDEs of nonlinear filtering (see Remark 3-3-36). 
The main feature of the filtered martingale problem is that it uniquely character- 
izes the joint law of the pair (optimal filter, observation) in the nonlinear filtering 
framework, that is, every solution of the filtered martingale problem with the same 
initial distribution as the pair (optimal filter, observation) has necessarily the same 
finite-dimensional distributions as (optimal filter, observation). However, in order 
for a process {(p,, Ut ) )  to be a solution of the filtered martingale problem, the 
measure-valued component {pt) has to be adapted to the filtration generated by 
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the process {Ut}. Since this typically does not hoId when the pair { (pt ,  U t ) )  arises 
as a weak lii.nit of a sequence of processes, the filtered martingale problem is not 
well suited for establishing weak convergence of nonhear filters. For this reason 
we cannot use the mtered martingale problem as a tool for proving Theorem 5.1.77: 
and instead use the martingale problem formalized by Lemma 5 -2 -89, which is closer 
to classical martingale problem ideas in that it behaves well with respect to weak 
convergence. 
We end this chapter with some rernarks in which we compare the main conver- 
gence result of this chapter (Theorem 5.1.77) with  other works on convergence of 
nonlinear iilters in the established literature. 
Remark 5.3.101. Bhatt, Kallianpur and Karandikar [l] study a problem which 
comprises the following main ingredients: 
(i) for each n = 1,2, . . . , the signal {XF} is a corlol process on (O,. Fn, P,) , t f ing  
values in a complete separable metric space El. 
(ii) for each n = 1 , 2 , .  . . , the corresponding observation {y) is an R-valued 
process on (O,, 3n ,P,) given by 
t 
:= +Ji h,(Xr) ds, 
for some Er-valued Wiener process {W;} which is independent of {Xr), and some 
continuous sensor function h, : El i Rr which satisfies the finite-energy condition 
(iii) { X t )  is an El-valued corlol signal on (0, F, P ) ,  with corresponding Rr-va .~ed 
observation 1%) @en by 
t 
:= W, + h(X)  ds, 
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for some Rr-valued Wiener process {w~) which is independent of {,Y,}, and some 
conthuous sensor h c t i o n  h : El -+ Rr which satisfies the ftnite-energy condition 
Let {TF} be the P(El)-valued nonlinear filter of the signal {Xr ) corresponding to 
the observation process {y )  (recall Remark 2.3.7) and, likewise, let { F , )  be the 
P(El)-valued nonlinear filter of the signal { X t }  corresponding to the observation 
process {Y;). The following is a special case of Theorem 9.4(ii) from [Il: 
Theorem 5.3.102. Suppose that El is locally compact, {X;} solves the martingale 
problem for some operator& c C ( E ~ )  XC(E~) ,  {x;) solves the martingale problem 
for some operutor A c Ç ( E ~ )  x C ( E ~ ) ,  and the operators A, A, have cornmon 
domain V c C ( E I )  for al1 n = 1 , 2 , .  . . . If 
(6) {XF} converges weakly to {X,); 
(c) h, converges t o  h unifonnly on  compact subsets of El; 
(d) the martingale problem for A is well-posed, 
then {n;} converges weakly to {7it). 
This is a very general convergence resdt, but nevertheless fails to  include the 
the problem that we address in this chapter for the following reason: 
The Wiener process {W;) is assumed to be independent of the signal {Xr), n = 
1,2,. . . , and the Wiener process {w,) is assumed to be independent of the signal 
{xt). Ln fact, this assumption is the key element in the proof of Theorem 5.3.102, 
since it permits direct computation of the nonlinear filters {T:) and {ii,) by means 
of the Kallianpur-Striebel formula, and the weak convergence of the nonlinear Bters 
is then a direct consequence of these computations. Now fix some ( E , )  c (O, 11 with 
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hm, E, = O, identify the probability spaces (O,, 3,, P,) in Theorem 5.3.102 with 
the common probability space (R, T l  P) on which Xn := XLn and Y" := YCn in 
(5.1.1) and (5.1.2) are defined, and identifjr {W;) in (5.3.41) with the common 
Wiener process {Wt) in (5.1.2)- Shen we see that the independence necessary for 
Tbeorem 5.3.102 fails to hold because of the third term on the right-hand side of 
(5.1.1) and the second term on the right-hand side of (5.1.5). Moreover, the natural 
counterpart of the operators R, in Theorem 5.3.102 are the operators CE, E := en, 
in (4.2.20). It is evident that the right side of (4.2.20) goes to i&ty with n + cm, 
so that we can never ver&- the uniform bound in Theorem 5.3.102(a). 
Remark 5.3.103. Goggin [Il] studies the following problem: Given complete s e p  
arable metric spaces El and E2, together with Borel-measurable mappings (X, Y) : 
( Q F ,  P) + El x E2 and (Xn, Y") : (O,, .En, Pn) -+ El x E2 such that ((Xn, Yn)) 
converges weakly to (X, Y), determine general conditions which ensure that 
{En[f (Xn) IYn]) converges weakly to E[f ( X ) I Y ]  for each f E C ( E ~ ) .  'CVe first 
note that weak convergence of (Xn, Y") to (,Y, Y) is by itself not enough to ensure 
weak convergence of the corresponding conditional expectations , as shown in Gog- 
gin [Il], and that additional conditions are definitely needed. Such conditions are 
provided by Theorem 2.2 of [Il], and essentially postdate that there must exist 
some Q, E P, on (O,, .En), and some Q E P on (R, F ) ,  such that X" and Y" 
are &-independent, and X and Y are Q-independent. Essentially, Theorem 2.1 of 
Goggin [Il] says that if the Q,-distribution of (Xn, Y", dQn/dPn) converges weakly 
to the Q-distribution of (X, Y, d Q / d P )  , then the Pn distribution of En [f (Xn) IYn] 
converges weakly to the P-distribution of E[f (X) IY] for each f E C(&). This 
result has obvious applicability to the convergence of nonlinear filters, and indeed 
has been used to this end by Goggin ([Il], Section 4). However, there are two 
basic limitations on using this theorem for the convergence problem of this chapter, 
namely: (i) it appears necessary to assume independence of the Wiener process 
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{W,) in (5.1.2) and the signal {X:) in (5.1.1) (by taking B c O in (3.1.1)) for it is 
only under this condition that we can constmct a probability measure Q' r P (by 
a Girsanov transformation) mhich renders {X;) and {Y;) independent; (ii) even if 
one adopts the restriction in (i) , the very structure of the result entails that it yields 
weak convergence of ?r; to ?i, for each @ed t (Le. weak convergence of the single- 
dimensional marginals of {T;) to the corresponding single-dimensional marginals 
of {F~}) rather than convergence of the whole nodinez  filter process {$) to the 
limit process {F~}, as desired. 
Remark 5.3.104. Kushner [25] looks at the singularly perturbed SDEs 
where (4') and {y2)  are independent Wiener processes, and the coefficients are 
sufficiently well behaved so that there exists an ~ ~ + ~ - v a l u e d  weak solution {(X;, 2;)) 
that is unique in law for each E E (O, 1). The process {X:) is regarded as the signal, 
and an RT-valued observation process {y) is defined by 
t 
= CC; + /i h(Xb, 2:) ds, 
where {Wt) is Wiener process, and {(KI, v)) and {Wt) are independent. Thus, in 
particular, { (X;, 2;)) and the observation Wiener process {FK) are independent. 
Let {ri} be the nonlinear filter for the signal {X; )  given the observation {Y;), 
namely { T F )  is a corlol {3z}-optional process such that 
for each 4 E C(IRd). Under sufEciently strong hypothesis (see Theorem 1 of Kush- 
ner [25]) it is shown that {(X:, v)) converges weakly to the Rd+'-valued process 
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{(xt,  y; ) )  that satisfis 
t 
= w, + h(X)  d., 
for appropriately defined functions G, @, and h (the exact form of which is unim- 
portant for our discussion), and where { g )  and {wt} are independent Wiener 
processes. Let {tt} be the nonlinear filter of the signal {xt} given the obsena- 
tion {y;) .  Since {Wt) and {xt} are independent, for each t E [O, Tl there exists a 
Borel-measurable mapping Ft : CRr [O, t] -+ Cp(w) [O, t] such that 
The mapping Pt actually has a closed-form eAxpression and is just the Kallianpur- 
Striebel formula. Now define a P (Rd)-valued "hybrid" filter 
We emphasize that {G) is not the nonlinear filter { T E )  introduced earlier, but is 
a hybrid entity obtained by using the statistics of the limiting process {xt) which 
effectively determines the form of the KalIianpur-Striebel formula 5, together with 
the "non-limitingJ7 observation process {Y;). In Theorem 2 of Kushner [25] it 
is shown that {(%,Y;)} converges weakly to {(7i,,z)). This analysis depends 
crucially on the availability of the Kallianpur-Striebel formula for Pt, and this in 
tum requires the postulated independence of {wt) and {xt}- On the other hand, 
our main result (Theorem 5-1-77) is concerned with convergence of the actual füter 
( T E ) ,  rather than the hybrid filter (31, and in a setting where there is dependence 
of {x t )  on the Wiener process {w~), so that the Kallianpur-Striebel formula does 
not apply. 
Remark 5.3.105. In a work related to [26], Kushner [27] also looks a t  convergence 
of nonlinear filters when wide-band approximations are used for the Wiener processes 
occurring in the dynarnics of the signal {X:} and the observation process {Y;). 
More specifically, the signal is modeled by the ODE 
where 
for some uniformly bounded, stationary, zero-mean, and uniform-mkhg process 
{+,), and the observation {y} is given by 
where 
I 
W; := ; t ( u / e 2 )  du, 
for some uniformly bounded, stationary, zero-mean, and uniform-rnixing process 
{et)- To simplifjr the notation we will henceforth suppose that X;, y, W: and 
are real valued. Correlation between the signal {X;}  and observation {v) is 
introduced by supposing that 
for some number p. Under suitable conditions (see A.1, A.2, A.3, A.4, and A.5 
in Kushner [27]) it may be shonm that {(v, W;, X:, Y;)} converges meakly to 
{ ( , )  where {c) and {a} are correlated Wiener processes with 
E[KWlI = p, 
for some appropriately defined function G. An approximate '"wide-band" nonlinear 
filter 1%;) is defined as follows: Let {b;) be the M f  (RI-valued process which solves 
the family of "measure-vdued ODE'S" 
parametrized by 4 E V(A), where A is the second-order differential operator for 
the d i h i o n  {Xt}, and let {a;) be the P(R)-valued process given by 
Like the hybrid nonlinear £ilter in Remark 5 -3- 104; the process {q) given by (5.3.43) 
and (5.3.44) is also a hybrid, since (5.3.43) uses both the generator A which charac- 
terizes the limit process {xt )  and the non-limiting observation process {v), which 
appears as the "exogenous" term that drives (5.3.43). In Theorem 4 of Kushner [27] 
it is shown, subject to fairly stringent hypothesis on G, o, and h, that { ( % f ,  Y;)) 
converges weakly to {(nt, Y ; ) ) ,  where, as usual, {F~} is the nonlinear filter of the 
limiting signal {xt)  given the observation {Y;}. Contrasting this result with our 
Theorem 5-1-77', we see that it deah nrith a different convergence issue, namely 
convergence of the approximate filter {Q;) determined by (5.3.43) and (5.3.44), 
whereas we study convergence of the actual filter {a;} given = p;(# @ l), where 
{&) is the process determined by (5.2.19). Notice that the generator in (5.2.19) 
is Ce, which becomes unbounded as e -+ O (see (4.2.20)), unlike the corresponding 
generator A in (5.3.43) which is fixed. This feature makes the asymptotic analysis 
a good deal more delicate, and calls for the use of powerfd convergence results such 
as Theorem 5.3.91. 
Appendix A 
Appendices for Chapter 3 
A.1 Proofs of Technical Results 
Proof of Fact 3.4.40: Fix some a E (1,oo). Since e0 takes values in ~ ( I w * ) ,  we 
see £rom (3.2.19) with 4 1 that 
This gives (see Exercise W.3.10(1) of R e m  and Yor [30]) 
and hence 
liftila = A& exp 
k=l 
for 
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Now Condition 3.3.33 ensures that the processes {(zthk) /(ift 1) , t E [O, TI} are 
uniformly bounded (by Ilhkll), and therefore t E [O, Tl)  is a continuous 
martingale on (fi, F, Q) , with Mo = 1. Taking Q-expectations in (A. 1.2) then gives 
~~[15~i1"] < e q  ( a ( a - l ) I h l l ~ ) ,  2 V t  E [O,T]- (A. 1.3) 
Again, by (A.1.1) and uniform-boundedness of the processes {(& hk)/(& 1), t E 
[O, TI) me see that { (Ct  1, F t ) ,  t E [O, TI} is a continuous martingale on (fi, j, Q) , 
which, in light of (A.1.3), is La-bounded. Thus, by Doob's inequality, there is some 
~ ( a )  E [O, co) such that (3.4.29) holds. 
Proof of Lemma 3.5 -47: Since {fi, f, {Ft}, a), (ci, Y ; ) } ,  i = 1,2 are weak solu- 
tions of the unnomalized filter equation, for some fked fi, f2 E CC(Rd) we have 
- i /i' g:(afi) du + c + ~k fi) &Y, t E [O, Tl, i = 1.2. 
k 
(A. 1.4) 
By Itô7s formula from (A.1.4) we have 
(A. 1.5) 
hence 
(o:f lwtfi)  = (5; f i ) ( ~ i  fi) + JO (5tfl)i5:(~f2)) du + (5:f2)(if:(~ fi)) du 
(A. 1.6) 
where 
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is a (Ft}-continuous local martingale on (fi, F, Q) . Observe by Fact 3-4-40 and 
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality that 
2 - 2  k 
E' [lt /3:fll Iuu(h f 2  +gkf2)i2du] 
and so {Mt)  is a square-integrable {&)-martingale on (R, F,  Q),  with Mo O. 
Therefore, by taking Q-e-xpectations in (A.1.6), we get 
which establishes (3.5.59). The proofs of the corresponding facts for $' and u.~' 
follow in exactly the same way. O 
Proof of Lemma 3.5.48: Fix some fi, f2 E C'?(lRd), and let f := fi @ f2 (recall 
Remark 3-4-42). Write x E in the form x = (xl, x2) for x 1  , xz E Rd. We then 
have the first derivatives 
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for i = 1, . . . , d, and the second derivatives 
where I l (x)  is the sum of al1 terms of & f i  @ fi)(z) which involve second-order 
derivatives of the function f (see (3.2.8a) and (3.2.8b)) namely 
and 12(x) is the sum of all terms ofA(fl 8 f i )  (x) which involve fht-order derivatives 
of f namely 
For each x E put 
r 1 
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and, from (3.4.40a) and (A.1.13), 
hence 
Simildy, from (A. l.S), (A. 1.12): and (3.4.40b) : 
= C P(z)ai f (s) + 
(A. 1.16) 
x P d ( x ) & + d  f (x) = x b'(~)&f(x), (A-1-17) 
i= l  i = L  
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Now (3.5.60) follows from (3.4.41), (A. 1. IO), (A. 1-16) and (A. 1.17). O 
Proof of Lemma 3.5.49: FLK arbitrary E E (O, cm) and g E C F ( R * ~ ) .  Put 
and fk R such that the support of g is contained in BR. NSO &Y some q E CC(@) 
such that 
Ik!! 5 1; 
q(z) = 1, v z  ER^, m5th 
q(z)=O, V Z E W ~ ,  with 
(A.1.18a) 
14 5 R; (A. 1.18b) 
Izl > R fi (A. 1 .18~)  
By Proposition 7.1 in Appendix 7 of Ethier and Kurtz 181, there exists a polynomial 
p : + R such that 
m m  ldiajg(x) - &djp(x)l < E ,  V i ,  j = 1,. . . ,2d. (A. 1 .19~)  
XE B ~ R  
Since g(x) = O when x BR, we note from (A.1.19a) that 
suP I P ( x ) I < ~ -  
x€&R\BR 
For al1 x E IR2d, put x := (xl, 24, x l ,  x2 E Rd, and d e h e  
4 ( 4  := Q ( x I ) ~ ( x ~ ) ?  
f (4 := 4 ( 4  ~ ( 4 -  
Since q E CC(@) and p ( z )  is a polynornial in z = (xl, x2), it follows that f E 5 
(recall (3.5.61)). Rom (A.1.18), we have q(x) = O when x B 2 ~ ,  and q(x) = 1 
hence (A.1.19a) and (A.1.20) give 
Next, consider [ [A f - Agll. Rom (3-4.41) we have 
By the choice of R we have g(x) = O and therefore &(x) = 0, Vx ff? BR. Moreover, 
fiom (A.1.18c), we have q(r) = 1, and therefore Vq(z) = O and AQ(x) = 0, 
V x E BR. Similarly, q(z) = 0, and therefore &(x) = O, \J x # B 2 ~ .  Then, it 
follows from (A. 1.22) that 
(A. 1.23) 
Since à and b are locally bounded, we have 
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Also let 
sup IAp(x) - Ag(x)  1 < Cl€. 
X E B R  
Similady, by (A.1.19) and the fact that g(x) = O, Vx E B ~ R  \ BR, we &tain 
and hence, fiom these bounds and (A.1.20), 
(A. 1.25) 
NOW, upon combining (A.1.23), (A.1.24), and (A.1.25) nTe have 
IlAg -Af 11 5 2~ (CI + GC2), (A. 1-26} 
and the result follows. O 
A.2 Proof of Theorem 3.4.44 
In view of Remark 1 on page 345 of Bhatt and Karandikar [4], with no loss of 
generality we suppose that X E B(W) is a nonnegative mapping, and also suppose 
that the constant K in (3.4.44) is such that O 5 X(x) 5 K ,  V x E W. 
Remark A.2.106. We use A to denote the point a t  idinity in the one-point com- 
pactification Rq* of W. Nso, members of B(Rq*) and operators on B(W*) will 
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be superscripted with "+" , and, for f * E B(Rq*), me mite f'laq to  denote the 
restriction of f * to the domain Rq. 
Define the Iinear operator C* : V ( C * )  c C(Rq*) -t B(Rq*) by 
Also, define linear operator G* : D(Ç*)  c C(W*) -t B(Rq*) b y  
Ç* f*(x) := C* f*(x) - A(x)( f*(x)  - f*(A)),  V x E Rq*, 'd f* E D(Ç*) := V ( C * ) .  
(A.2.28) 
In order to establish Theorem 3.4.44 it is enough to show that uniqueness holds for 
the forward equation of the operator Ç* in the following sense: If , z * v i  : [O, cm) -t 
P(Rq*), i = 1,2 are such that (i) piy1 = & 1 2 ;  (ii) the mappings t ct $"(r), i = 1,2, 
are Borel-measurable on [O, co) for each r E B(1Wq8) ; and (iii) 
then p;rl = pl12, V t E [O, CO). TO see hom this @es Theorern 3.4.44, we follow 
the proof of Theorem 3.4 of Bhatt and Karandikar [4], briefly summarizing their 
argument for completeness. Let ,uf : [O, Tl + Mf (Rq), i = 1,  2, be as postulated in 
Theorem 3.4.44. Witliout loss of generality suppose that and ,ui are probability 
measures. Extend the pf from [O, T ]  to [O, CO) by defining 
where Pz E P(CRq [O, CU)), x E R9, is the probability measure on the space CRq [O, m) 
which solves the martingale problem for (Cl  6,) , and w. denotes a generic element 
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of CRq [O, a>) (existence and uniqueness of Pz follow from Theorem 8.1.7 of Ethier 
and Kurtz [8]). Then it is easily checked t hat 
Since (1, O) E C, we see from (A.2.30) that 
and therefore p f ( ~ q )  5 1, V t E [O, m) (since is a probability measure and 
A(-) is nonnegative). Now define E P(Rq*), t E [O, m), i = 1,2, as follows: 
(r) := (I' n Rq) + (1 - pf (W)) Ir (A), V r E B(Rq*). Then it ~OUOWS th& {$-'), 
i = 1,2, solve the fornard equation (A.2.29), hence the postulated uniqueness for 
this equation gives = p;*2, md so = p:, V t E [O, oo), as required to establish 
Theorem 3.4.44- 
Thus, it remains to show that uniqueness holds for the fornard equation of the 
operator Ç*. Define 
\Ve shall need the following special case of Theorem 2.'i(c) fiom Kurtz [21]: 
Theorern A.2.107. Suppose that Ao : D(Wo) c C(IW~*) -+ C(W* x F) is a linear 
operator, q is  a transition f inction j k rn  Rq* to F, and define 
Suppose also that (i) TI(Ao) i s  closed under rnultiplzcation and separates points, 
(iz) f*  = AobPf'(-, y) is  a pre-generator for each y E F,  and ( 5 )  satisfies 
the following separability hypothesis: there exists some countable {gz) c ~ ( 4 )  
such that the graph of 4 is  included within the bp-closure of the linear span of 
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{(g;? qgz)}. With these conditions we have the followïng: if uniqueness holds for 
the martingale problem for 4 then uniqueness holds for the fonuard equation for 
G- 
We shall use this result to get uniqueness for the fomard equation of Ç*. Motivated 
by Example 3.4 of Kurtz and Stockbridge [23], for each y E F defme linear operator 
L, on C ( R ~ )  by 
Aiso, put Z>(AO) := D(C*) (see (A.2.27a)) and 
This defines a linear mapping Ao : V(p) C C(R~*)  + C ( P *  x F ) .  Next, fk an 
arbitrary y E F, and define a transition function 7 from IP* to F by 
Putting together (A.2.28), (A.2.31), (A.2.32) and (A.2.33), we get Ç* A$ , where 
We next check the conditions of Theorem A.2.107 for A0 and 11 given by (A.2.32) 
and (A.2.33): (i) From (4.2.27a) it follows that V(Ao) := V (C*) is closed under 
multiplication and separates points. (ii) FLY y E F and v' E P(W*),  and define 
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the linear operator 13; on C(Rq*) by Z)(LG) := D(C*) and 
The operator Ly given by (A.2.3 1) satisfies the positive maximum principle, thus 
Theorem 4.5.4 of Ethier and Kurtz [8] gives existence of a solution of the DRp- [O, a)- 
martingale problem for (LY, y* ) .  Then, for the h e a r  operator A$ on C(Rq*) given 
by D(thy) := V ( C * )  and 
it follows from Theorem 4.10.2 of Ethier and Kurtz [8] that there exists a solution 
of the Dm- [O, 00)-martingale problem for (A$, 6,), V x E W* , and therefore A$ is a 
pre-generator (see remark at foot of page 4 in [21]). (iii) From Remark 2.5 of Kurtz 
[21] there is a sequence {gk) c Cr(Rq) such that the graph of C is included within 
the bpclosure of the h e a r  span of {(gk, Cgk)}. Now define gi,q (x) := gk(x) + q, 
V x E IR?, g;,*(A) := q, k = 1,2, . . . , q rational. From (A.2.28) it follows that 
the countable set {gi,,) is a subset of D(Ç*) and the graph of Q* is contained in 
the bpclosure of the Linear span of {(gk,q, Ç*gl,q)). Since Ç* = $, this checks 
condition (iii) of Theorem A.2.107, f?om which we conclude that uniqueness holds 
for the forward equation of Ç*, provided that uniqueness holds for the martingale 
problem for Ç*. To see that this is the case, observe fiom Theorem 8.1.7 of Ethier 
and Kurtz [8] that the martingale problem for C is well-posed, from which it follows 
that the DRq- [O, co)-martingale problem for C' is well-posed (see Lemma A.2.108), 
and hence Theorem 4.10.3 of [8] shows that the DM- [O, oo) martingale problem for 
Ç* is well-posed. Now it follows from Theorem D.2.140 that uniqueness holds for 
the martingale problem for Ç*. D 
Lemma A.2.108. h d e r  the conditions of Theorern 34-44 the DRq- [O,  co) mar- 
tingale problem for C* dejked in (A.2.27) is well posed. 
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Proof. Let us hrst establish well-posedness for the martingale problem for (C*, 6,) 
for x E Rq* . According to Theorem 8.1 -7 of Ethier and Kurtz [8], for every x E 
Rq* there exists a corlol solution ( X ,  } of the martingale problem for (C ,6,). B y 
inspection we see that { X t )  also solves the martingale problem for (C*,6,). To 
show that this solution is unique, note that the conservativeness of C ensures that 
(IRq,O) belongs to the bpclosure of C* (see Definition D.2.139). Therefore, since 
by Theorem 8.1 -7 of Ethier and Kurtz ($1 the martingale problem for (C, 6,) is well- 
posed, the uniqueness for the DRq- [O, cu) martingale problem for (C*, 6,) follows by 
Theorem D -2 - 140. 
The existence for the martingale problem for (C*, h) follows immediately, as the 
process X, A is a solution. For uniqueness, fix some solution {X t ) ,  and observe 
that the conservativeness of C toget her with the dominated convergence theorem 
implies that the process {Im (X,) , t E [O, co) ) is an (3:)-martingale. This gives 
for all t E [O, cm), so that 
which in turn irnplies P({Xt  = A, t E [O, cm))) = 1. 
To complete the proof we have to establish that the well-posedness of the mar- 
tingale problem for (C* , &) for x E Rq* Mplies the well posedness of the martingale 
problem for C*. To that end let Pz E P(Czq- [O, m)) be the solution of the mar- 
tingale problem for (C*, &), x E Rq*, and note that there exists a countable set 
{f,) c D(C*) such that C* is contained in the bp-closure of span{( fn7  C* fn)). Thus, 
from Theorem D.2.138 it follows that the mapping x H Pz is Borel measurable and 
that the martingale problem for C* is well-posed. Therefore, C* satisfies the con- 
ditions of Theorem 4.10.3 of Ethier and ICurtz [8], so that the result follows by a 
version of that theorem. 0 
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Appendices for Chapter 4 
Proof of Lemma 4.1.56. Define for every Q E C(S) 
Notice that, by Lemma 1.1.4(a) of Ethier and Kurtz [8], Condition 4.1.54 ensures 
that the integral in (B.0.2) exists, and 
Also, by definition, we have 
lim Il(inQ -UQ[l = O ,  VSI E C(S). 
n - f w  
hence Li, is a bounded linex mapping on C(S) for every n E N. Therefore, kom 
(B.0.4) by the Uniform boundedness principle, U is a bounded linear mapping on 
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C(S), and so for every z E S we have 
which in turn implies that the rnapping 
is a bounded linear mapping for every z E S. Thus, by the Riesz representation 
theorem (see Theorem 7.17 in Folland [SI), for every r E S there exists a finite 
signed Borel measure ~ ( z ,  -) on S, such that 
and 
which together with (B.O.S), (B.0.3), and (B.O.7) establishes the first assertion. 
To get the second part, fk some Q E C(S) such that P\lr = 0. Put 
and note from the first part of the lemma that O E C(S), and 
Let RA, X E (O, oo) be the resolvent of {Tt): 
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From (B.0.9) and the definition of @ 
so that Condition 4.1.54 and the dominated convergence theorem yield 
and thus 
lim   RA^, XRAQ - Q) = (Q, -8).  
X+O+ (B-0.10) 
Since Q is closed in C(S) x C(S) (see Corollary 1.1.6 of Ethier and Kurtz [8]), 
(B.O.lO) and (B.O.ll) yield (Qi, -9) E Q, i-e. 
To get the third part, observe by Lemma D.3.147 that for every &~ed  z E S the 
mapping f (- , z) belongs to C'(Rd), and 
Thus, to complete the proof it suftices to show that for every h E C ( R ~  x S) the 
belongs to C(Rd x S), which, in particular, implies that Bj f in (B.0.12) is a con- 
tinuous function. To this end, let C := sup, II ~ ( z ,  -) 1 1 ~ ~  and let r be the metric on 
S. Fix some arbitrary (20, zO) E Rd x S, E > O. We shall k d  6 > O such that 
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where 
~ ( ( x o ,  ZO) ,  ( x ,  z ) )  := r(z0, Z) + m- 1x5 - xi[. 
l S z 5 d  
To this end, let Kl := { x  E Rd : rnaxlsi~d lx: - xil 5 l), and define 
Observe that, since I(I x S is compact, by the Stone-Weierstrass theorem there 
exist a pair of sequences c C(Kl) ,  (gi)y,, c C ( S )  such that 
(see Exercise 4.68 of Folland [9]). Thus, for every (xl, zl) E KI x S we have 
n 
+ c [fi  (x0 J gi (r l )  x(20, dz') - J (x l  ) 1 gi ( i f ) x  ( i l  d i ' ) ]  
i=l S S 
Note by (B.0.14) that 
and observe by the h s t  part of the lemma that (C+):='=, c C(S) . Thus, we c m  find 
6l > O such that 
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Since 
kom (B-0.15), (B.0.16), and (B.0.17), with 6 := J1 A 1; we have 
which is (B.0.13). 
To reduce notation in the proofs of Proposition 42-67 and Proposition 52-81, let 
Proof of Proposition 4.2.67. Note that if we take the domain of e' to be the col- 
lection of functions in the "product form" , f @ g ,  f € C: (IRd) g € C(S) > then the 
result follows easily by Itô's product d e .  This suggests that one may try to use 
some kind of "density argument" in extendhg the domain beyond the functions in 
the product form, which is needed to accommodate the functions in (4.2.22). To 
make such a density argument work, however, one has to postdate boundedness of 
the generator ', a rather stringent condition. For that reason we adopt a different 
route, and establish the result from first principles. 
Fix some O 5 tl < t2 < W. Using the independence of {3() and { F ~ ~ } ,  from 
(B.0.18) we see that {Wt} is a {Çl}-martingale and 
whence, by Lévy's theorem, 
{pK} is a {Gt}-Wiener process. 
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Also, since { X f }  is a subfiltration of {Gt):  it follows that {,c) is adapted to { Ç t ) .  
Thus, fixing a r b i t r q  O 5 u < v < cm, z E S, by Itôls formda (recall f E b C 
we get 
Now ai f E Cc(Rd x S), and thus by (B.0.20) 
so that conditioning in (B.0.21) gives 
Note that the argument of the conditional expectation in (B.0.22) is uniformly 
bounded and 3 x B(S)-measurable, and that 2: is &-meamrable. Thus Lemma 
D-3.148 shows that 
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hence, from (B.O.lg), using the composition rule for conditioning, we get 
To simplifv notation, mi te  
so that (B.0.23) can be sll~nmarized as 
Next, if {TF) is the Feller semigroup on C(S) corresponding to Markov process 
(2;) defined by (4.1.3), then E - ~ Q  is the generator of {Tf) with domain D(Q) .  
Since f E V ,  one has f (z, -) E D(O), Vx E Rd7 and thus Proposition 4.1.7 of Ethier 
and K- i t z  [8] shows that for every x E Rd 
G(x) := f (x, 2;) - E - ~  JO Q[f (x, .)](Z:) d ~ ,  t E [O, m) is an Le-martingale. 
Using the independence of 3W and F ~ ,  nie get 
for every x E Etd. By the definition of 3 it follows that for every t E [O, cm) the 
rnapping 
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is uniformly bounded and FxB(Rd)-measurable, and thus, since Xz is 'HE-measurable, 
from (B.0.27) and Lemma D.3.148, one has 
Next, fiu some O 5 s < t < m and let 
From (B.0.25), (B.0.28), and (B.0.29) we now have 
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Since f E 3 m d  {X;) is a continuous process, we have 
and, since (2') is right-continuous and V E Cc(Rd x S x S),  we have 
Using (B.O.30), (B.O.31), (B.0.32), and the dorninated convergence theorem for 
conditional expectation, we get 
which by (4.2 -21) in turn implies E [ M ~ ~ /  1 3t:j = n/i:f, completing the proof. O 
Proof of Proposition 4-2-68. Fixe E (O, 11 and 4 E D(L)  := C',"(Rd) (recaU(4.1.12)), 
and put 
O bsenre by Condition 4.1.5 1 and Lemma 4.1.56 (iii) that 
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From (B.0.35) we knom that aiff E C:4(IEtd x S),  hence Condition 4.1.51 and 
(B.0.35) show that gf E CzyO(Rd x S), and thus, by Lemma D.3.147, gf E c ~ ( R ~ ) .  
It therefore follows that - & E C:*O(@ x S), so by Lemma 4.1.56(3) me have 
f$ E Cz?O(Rd x S). TO summarize: 
g$ - ij;, f$ E c:~~(R~ x S). (B.0.39) 
Let 
d 
From Condition 4-1-51 and (B.0.40) we lmow that E C:l0(IXd x S), so that 
Lemma D.3.147 gives gt E C':(Rd). Hence by Lemma 4.1.56(3) h m  (B.0.42) we 
have f$ E CZ,'(Rd x S),  i-e. 
Now define the "perturbed test function" f €9" in (4.2.22). We verify that f "" 
belongs t o  b, and that eL f '94 has the form given in (4.2.23). Observe by (B.0.35), 
(B.O.39), (B.O.43), and (4.2.22) that me have 
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Also, from Condition 4.1.53 and (B.0.33) we know that 
~ g f ' ( z , ~ ' ) ~ ( d z ' ) = O ,  V x E  E t d ,  
hence (B.0.34) and Lemma 4.1.56(2) show that 
wit h 
From (B.0.37) we see that 
so (B.0.38) and Lemma 4.1.56(2) irnply 
Similady, fkom (B.0.41) we have 
thus (B.0.42j and Lemma 4.1.56(2) yield 
and 
We therefore see that f,6(r,-), f$(z,-), f$(x,.) E V(Q), Vx E Rd7 hence (4.2.22) 
and the fact that 1 E D(0)  with QI = O (since {Tt) is conservative by Condition 
4.1.52) shows that 
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Now, (4.2.22), (B .O.45), (B .O.46), (B.O.47), (B .0.48), and 0 1 a O give 
By (B.O.35), (B.O.39), (B.O.43), and (B.0.49) we see that the mapping (x, z )  tt 
Q[f '-4(x, -)] (z) defines a member of ~ z - ~  (IRd x S) , which, together with (4.S.N), 
implies 
We now check to see that eEf',@ has the form (4.2.23): by (4.2.20), (4.2.22) and 
(B.0.49) 
Notice that in view of (B.0.35), (B.0.39), and (B.0.43) all functions obtained by 
taking partial x-derivatives in (B.0.51) belong to C',(Rd x S). It therefore follows 
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that the function 
is jointly continuous on Rd x S x (O, 11, and 
Thus, from (B.0.51) and (B.0.52a) we can write 
Since the expressions in brackets on the right-hand side are identically zero (recall 
(B.O.33), (B-0.36), and (B-0.40)), this becomes 
c € 4  e f (x, Z )  = &(x) + &(x) + q 8 ( x 7  z, E), V(x, Z, E )  E Ktd x S x (O, 11. (B.0.53) 
It rernains to evaluate &(x) and &(x) in order to show that the right side of 
(B.0.53) is of the form (4.2.18). considering &(x), one sees from (B.0.34), (B.O.%), 
and Lemma 4.1.56(3) that 
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Combining ttis mith (B -0.36) gives 
which, by (B.0.37), gives 
Putting together (4.l.lO), (4.l.ll), (B.O.53), (B.O.54), and (B.0.55) gives 
which is of the form (4.2.23). 
Appendix C 
Appendices for Chapter 5 
C.1 Appendix for Section 5.2 
Fact C.1.109. Let E be a metric space. For an arbitrary f E C(E)  the rnapping 
is continuous. 
Proof. Introduce the mappings 
Since f E C ( E )  and [O, T] is compact, the first mapping is continuous by Theo- 
rem XII.2.2(2) of Dugundji [7]. On the other hand, since 
for d t E [O, Tl, XI, x2 E CRIO, Tl, the second mapping is continuous as well. 
Therefore, @ is continuous as a composition of two continuous mappings. O 
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Proof of Lemma 5-2-81. F k  some E E (O, 11, 15 i 5 îz f E V .  We shdl show that 
is an {Xfl;}-martingale (see (B .O. 19)). Since 
it follows that 
Therefore, by Lemma D.3.142 we see that it s a c e s  to estabhsh that 
Fùr some O 5 s < t < m. To facilitate the exposition, we first complete the 
fouowing two technical steps: 
Step 1. Define the mapping V : Cl x [O,T] x P x S x S -t P by 
and show that (suppressing the w-dependence of V) 
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To complete this step, note by the Itô's product d e  that from (B.0.21) we get 
Conditioning together mith (B.0.20) gives 
Since f E C:*O(Rd x SS), it foUows that there exists Cl E [O, ca) such that for every 
Z E S  
Therefore, using (C.l.4), (C.l.5), and the fact that Zf is Çs-measurable, by Lemma 
D.3.148, we have 
whence (C. 1.3) follows by conditioning on 3t:. 
Step 2. Establish 
To this end, for every n E N, x E IRd7 y E IR, t E [O, T ]  put 
and notice that by Proposition 4.1.7 of Ethier and Kurtz [8] we have 
Thus, in view of boundedness of p:(x, y) - pf(x,y) on IRd x R x S-2 and IH:- 
rneasurability of (X:, W:) , by Lemma D -3.148, we have 
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whence (C.1.6) follows by taking the limit n -t a, and using the dominated con- 
vergence theorem for conditional expectations (recall (C. 1.1)). 
Fiu now sorne arbitrary O 5 u < v < ca and let 
Using the fact that X: c R4, we can mi t e  
which, together with (C. 1 4 ,  (C. 1.6), and the composition rule for conditioning, 
gives 
1 
( Z n  k+ I ) + 7~i:~[f(~;2,.)](Z,')d~ 311 . (C.1.8) 
L=O I l  
By the continuity of {X;) and {W;') we have 
Sirnilarly, the right-continuity of (2;) implies 
n o m  (C.l.l), (C.1.9), and the fact that C! C C',(Rd x S)  x x S),  by the 
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dominated convergence theorem for conditional expectations, we get 
and, by the same argument, from (C.1.1); (C.1.10), me have 
Taking the limit in (C-l-S), and using the definition of V, (C.1.11), and (C.1.12), 
we get 
hence the process in (C. 1.2) is an {'HF}-martingale. 
Proof of Lemma 5.2.82. F k  some q5 E CF (Rd), e E (O, 11. Since 1 E D(Q)  with 
01 O (see Condition 4-1-52), by (4.2.19) we have f := q5 @ 1 E fi. Thus, by 
(5.2.16) and (5.2.19) the process 
is a continuous {Fr)-martingale, and so the sample paths of {?r;Q, t E [O, TI} are 
continuous. Since by Fact D.1.129 the set CC (Rd) is convergence determining, it 
follows that { T E )  is a continuous process. Therefore, for every t E (O, Tl 
.-: = lim T:, 
s-tt-  
and so, as every ?rg is F:'-rneasurable for s < t, the process {T;} is (3:')-adapted. 
The result for {&) follows by an andogous areaument. O 
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Proof of Lemma 5-2-85. Fix t E [O, T] and @ E D (E(9, X ,  c) ) of the form given in 
(5.2.22). Using Itô7s formula fkom (5.2.20) me get 
From (5.2.20) we d s o  have 
so hoom (5.2.20) and (C.1.13) 
and the second partial derivatives of H are uniformly bounded, the stochastic in- 
tegral in (C.1.14) is an CFt)-martingale, whence the result follows. O 
Proof of Lemma 5-2-86. From (5.2.24) we have V (EU(n(9, K, c)) C C(P(E) ) .  To show 
that it is an algebra, fix Qi E D(W(g, X, c)), i = 1,2, so that for some (4:')" c 
D (5,K) we have 
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Then H E C ~ ( R ~ ( ' ) + * ( ~ ) ) ,  and 
(1) (2) (2) @1(~)@2(Y) =H(y&),  4 F ) r  - * - , uOn(q, 4 7 - - - r ~ 4 ~ ( ~ ) ) 1  
so we have that Q1Q2 E V(E((g,K,c)). 
i) n(i)  ~ e x t  me show that i- a2 E D(H(S, X, c)) .  Since (4; ) j=,  c C(E), i = 1,2, 
there exists R E [O, CO) such that 
1 )  R Vv E P ( E ) ,  1 5 j < n(i) ,  i = 1,2.  (C.1.15) 
Fix some G E C:(R~(')+"(~)) such that O 5 G $ 1, and G ( x )  = 1 for every 
x E R"(')'*(*) such that (1'1 5 R, 1 5 i < n(1) + 4 2 ) .  Define 
for every xj ci E. By (C.1.15) and the definition of G we have 
(1) (3) , - - , ( )  # , - - - , # = 1, Qu E P ( E )  ,
so from (C .1 .l6) it follows that 
(2) Q l ( 4  + = H(U& Fbyl - . - 1 4:;)) 4? - , ~ # 4 ~ ) ) ,  
Thus, since (C -1.16) ensures H E C? (R~(')+"(~) ) we have Q + 
Also, a91 E D (W(5, ?Cl c ) ) ,  Va  E IR, and so we have that 2) (H(S,?C, c)) is an 
algebra. Furthemore, from ((2.1.17) it follows that D(W(Ç, TC, c)) contains constant 
funct ions. 
To show that V (W(s,3C, c)) separates points in P(E)  if D(5 ,  X) is separating, 
Cu some ul, 4 E P ( E ) ,  ul # v2, and End 4 E 2) (9,K) such that VI# # 4 4 .  Also, 
fix an X E CC (R) such that H(u14) # H(I&). Then the rnapping 
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belongs to D(E((Q, K, c)), and @(yl) # @(y2) .  
Similarly, to show that V (H(5, TC, c))is strongly separates points in P ( E )  if 
V(Q, K )  is convergence determining, suppose that (vi)PJ,, c P(E)  is such that for 
every If E C r  (IR), $ E D ( 9 , X )  we have 
Suice Cr(R) strongly separates points in R, this implies 
which, in view of the fact that D(Q,  TC) is convergence determining, implies that 
(ui)Ei converges to vo in P(E) ,  completing the proof. 
Proof of CoroZlary 52-87. Since E is compact, P(E)  is compact by Prohorov the- 
orem (see Theorem 3.2.2 of Ethier and Kurtz [SI). By Lemma 5.2.86 the collection 
V(H((Q, K,  c)) is an algebra that separates points, so the result follows by the Stone- 
Weierstrass theorem. [7 
Proof of Lemma 5.2.89. Fix some t E [O, Tl, g E CF (Rr) U (11, and let @ E 
D ( W ( S , X , c ) )  be of the form given in (5.2.22). Using the fact that {V,)  is an 
{&)-Wiener process, by Itô's formula we get 
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Thus, by the Itô's product nile and (C.1.14) we have 
+ ~(K)&H(z-L~L, - - - , vU&)&ck (#i, c' ~ u )  (N', t E [O, Tl. 
Since the two stochastic integrals on the right-hand side are {Ft)-martingales (recall 
that g E CC@.') U {I}, H E CC(Rn)), the result follows. O 
C.2 Appendix for Section 5.3 
For the proofs in this Appendk we wil l  frequently need the following useM result, 
which is essentially given in Remark 2.5 of Kurtz [21]: 
Lemma C.2.110. For every D E H there ezists a countable set X D  C C':(EtD) 
with the followzng property: for each f E Cp(RD) there erists a sequence {fn) C 
3tD such that for every g : Rd --+ R Phat is bounded on bounded sets we haue 
Proof Without loss of generdity we may suppose that g 1, as 
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where A C E t D  is the support of f. The key observation is the following: since 
GD := { ( f ~  a l f ,&f , -  - - , a L I f , & & f , & ~ 2 f ~ - * .  ,aLIaLlf) : f E c ~ ( R ~ ) }  
is a subset of the separable set C(IED)ltDf D2, it is also separable (under the supre- 
mum nom).  Therefore, there exists a countable dense subset 3L', C GD- If we now 
talce XD to be the collection of all first CO-ordinates of 1 + D + D2-tuples in Rb, it 
is immediate that XD has the desired properties. Cl 
Proof of Lemma 5-3-95. Fix n E H, and let 3tn, Nd, and Zr be given by Lemma 
C.2.110. D e h e  a countable set 0, c v(&(c, 23 h) )  by 
O,:= {Q E C ( P ( R ~ )  x R r )  :Q=Q@g, where @(y) = H ( Y & ~ . - .  , & ) ,  
Vv E E ( R ~ )  forsorne H E  Rn, #i €Rd, 1s i 5 n, and g ~ w )  ((3.2.18) 
Kow fix some Xi? E D(@(L, 23, h)) given by 
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Put 
Then, in view of the uniform convergence in ((2.2.20) and the structure of 
W(L, B, h) ( r ecd  (5.2.25b)), we have 
Now put 
Then from ((2.2.22) it follows that O has the desired properties. 
Pmof of Lemma 5.3.97. Fix t E [O, Tl. By Theorem 4.2.63 {Xin ) converges weakly 
to {X,) as n i cm, hence the collection (L(X;"),  n E N) is relatively compact in 
P(Rd). Thus, for every 6 > O there exists a compact set Ka c Rd such that 
Let a E (O, 1) be arbitrary. Since for every n E N 
by (C .2 .24) it follows that 
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Fïx some q E (0,m). For every k E N Iet a k  := l / k ,  and let c Etd be the 
compact set corresponding to bk := ~ / ( k 2 ~ )  in (C.2.24). Then by (C.2.25) we get 
which implies 
Defhe IC' c P(Rd) as follows: 
Since the set ICq is tight by definition, by the Prohorov theorem (see Theorem 
3.2.2 of Ethier and Kurtz [8]), its closure is compact in the topology of P(Rd) . 
Therefore, by (C.2.26) and the definition of ICq we have 
P ( T ~  E IC?) 2 1-7, Vn E EN, 
so it follows that the collection (f (T?), n E N) is relatively compact in P(P(Rd)) .  
a 
Proof of Fact 5.3.99. (i) Since H E C r  (W) (see (5.3.33)) it is Lipshitz continuous, 
so there e'osts K E [O, CU) such that for every n E N, t E [O, S] (recall (5-2.15)) 
as required. 
(ii) This follows directly from (5.3.36b) and Remark 5.2.88. 
(iii) This part follows by the same argument as (i); since the calculations are 
straightfomard, the details are omitted. O 
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C.3 Appendix for Theorem 5.3.96 
The goal of this appendix is to prove Theorem 5.3.96. 
Remark C.3.111. Fïx some arbitrary x = p x y, p E P ( R ~ ) ,  y E Rr . If we replace 
xo in the initial condition (4.4.41) by some random variable Xo with L(Xo) = p, 
i.e. if we consider 
then the resulting weak solution {(R, f, {Ft ) ,  P ) ,  (x, wt)} together with the ob- 
servation process {K) (see (5.1.7)) gïves rise to the nonlinear £ilter {.ii,) for which 
L(50) = 6,. Thus, with ft zz Ït + y, the pair { (O,  F, {3t), P ) ,  (&, Î)) is a solution 
of the martingale problem for fi(& B, h) e t h  f ((no, fa ) )  = &. 
Proof of Theorern 5-3-98. Since by Theorem C.3.112 every solution of the martin- 
gale problem for W(C,  B, h) has continuous (hence codol) modification, it suffices to 
establish well-posedness of the corlol martingale problem for W ( L ,  B, h). Ne&, in 
view of Remark 5.2.88 and the fact that Condition (1) of Theorem 5.3.91- has been 
verified, Theorem D.2.138 shows that me only have to establish well posedness of 
the martingale problem for (If@, B, h), 6,) for each z E P (Rd) x Rr . 
Fiu x E P(Rd) x IRT. Uniqueness for the martingale problem for @(c, B, h) ,a,) 
follows from Theorem C.3.112 and Theorem 3.3.34(ii), nihile existence follows from 
Remark C.3.111. O 
Theorem C.3.112. Suppose that {(fi, F,  {Ft}, p) , (U,, c)) is a (progressively mea- 
surable) solution of the martingale problem for H(c,  8, h). T h e n  there exists some 
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p(IRd) xIZT-valued, continuous, and {Tt)-adapted process {(q,  V;' ) )  on (a, 7, {&}, p) 
such that 
(a) { (c - G, Ft) ) 2s an  IRr -ualued Wiener process; 
(b)  {(fi:, c) } is u modification of { (CL,  c)); 
(cl for eûch 4 E Cr(&td) we have a-S. 
t 
-1 ut# = $$+ 1' I:(c$) ds + c 1 RB, (4,  hi, fi:) d ( c ) * .  V t  t [O, Ti- (C.3.27) 
k=L O 
Proof. Fix some 4 E CC (Rd), and h d  Hl E CC (IR) ssuch that 
m x )  = 1, V ~ E W ,  suchthat 1x1 1 1 # 1 1 .  (C.3.28) 
D e h e  E V ( W ( t ,  B, h ) )  b y  
O i (u )  :=Hl(u#) ,  V u  E p(wd). (C.3.29) 
It follows from (C.3.28) and (C.3.29) that 
@,(Y)  = 1, V u E p(Etd). 
Since 
aHl (v@)=O and d 2 ~ l ( v q 5 ) = 0 ,  V U E P ( W ~ ) ,  
we have 
W(C,E?,h) (@l) (v )=O,  V U E P ( R ~ ) .  
Now fix some g E (1) U Cr(Rr) and define ql E Z > ( ~ ( L ,  B, h ) )  by 
\Ir, := al @g. 
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From (C.3.30) and (C.3.33): 
f i l e  from (C.3.30), (C.3.31), (C.3.32), and (C.3.33), we have 
hence ((2.3.34) and (C.3.35) show that 
is a (st}- martingale for each g E C:(Rr). Thus, Proposition 5.3.5 of Ethier and 
Kurtz [8] ensures that ($1 has a continuous modification {c), which is {Ft)- 
adapted, and Theorem 4.1.1 of Stroock and Varadhan [35] shows that {(c -
G, Ft)}  is an Rr-valued Wiener process. 
Fix some <P E V (W(C, B, h ) )  and put 
a(& a, h) (Q) (v, y) = B(C, B, h) ( Q i )  (v), Vv E p(IRd), y E Etr - (C.3.37) 
By ((2.3.36) and ((3.3.37) 
is an {Ft }-martingale for every <P E D(W(C, B, h)) . We now show that {üt ) has a 
corlol modification. Since by Lemma C.3.1 l4(ii) the set P (Rd) is homeomorphic to 
the set {Y E P(Rd*) : v(A) = O}, to accomplish this task it s a c e s  to show that 
{ f i t ) ,  regarded as a p(Etd* )-valued process, has a ( P  (Rd* )-valued) corlol modification 
{ f i : )  such that 
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To that end, note that, since 
from ((2.3.38) it follows that the process 
so it separates probability measures on P(Rd*). Therefore, by Coro l lq  5-2-87 
the collection W(CA , BA, hA) is dense in C(p(IRd~)), which, due to compactness of 
P(Rd*), implies that W(CA, BA, hA) has a countable subset that separates points. 
Hence, by Theorem 4.3.6 of Ethier and Kurtz [8] there exists a corlol process {Ci} 
which is a modification of {fit}. Since includes al1 h m l l  events in F, one sees 
that {fi:) is also {Ft}-adapted, so we have that 
@(q) - lt H(LA, BA, hA)(@)(<) du, t t [O, T] 
is an {$)-martingale for every t D (H(L A ,  BA, hA) ) . Since fio = 6; (Rd) 1, we 
have 
so fiom Lemma C.3.113 and (C.3.40) we get (C.3.39). Therefore, I V t )  has a corlol 
modification {fi:). Since, in addition, {V;<)  is a continuous modification of (6)) it 
follows from (C.3.38) that 
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It remains to show (C.3.27): fix @ E C?(Rd) and put for t E [O,T] 
Fix H, E C,OO (IR) such that 
Defme Q2 E V(H(C, B, h)) by 
From ((2.3.44) we have 
Also, define Q2 E v(H(c, B, h ) )  by 
so that 
and from ((2.3.46) and (C.3.47) 
From (C.3.41), (C.3.47), and (C.3.48) it follows that the process 
rt 
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is a n  (%)-martingale, so the same holds for the corlol process {qt ) (see (C.3.42)). 
Also, since V(W(t,B,h)) is an algebra in Ç(P(W~)), we have E V(W(L,B,h)), 
hence 
is a member of v(H(c, B, h))  with 
. Thus kom (C.3.44) and (C.3.49) we have 
r 
=2(u#) v(Ld) + x RB, (O, hk, 4. (C.3.50) 
k=l 
From (C.3.41), (C.3.49)) (C.3.44), and (C.3.50), it follows that 
is an {&)-martingale. Rom (C.3.42) and (C.3.51), and Lemma D.3.145 we see 
so that 
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Also since the process in (C.3.52) is an {jt}-martingale, we have 
By (C.3.53) and (C.3.54) 
Since (6:) is corlol, it follows that {Rk( t ) )  defined by 
R&) : = ~ 6 , ( 9 , h ~ ¶ ~ : ) ¶  t E  [OlT] 
is corlol. Thus for every w the set 
{t E [O,T] : Rk(t) # Rk(t-1) 
is countable, hence has Lebesgue measure zero. Therefore 
t hus 
Since {(qt, %)} is a corlol martingale, and {(cl Ft)) is a continuous martingale, 
Theorem VI.37.8 of Rogers and Williams [31] giveç a unique continuous, {Ft}- 
adapted process of finite variation, denoted by [ql (vl)"t, that is nul1 at the origin 
and such that 
is an {.Ft}-martingale. Since {Rk (t -) } is Ieft-continuous and {Pt}-adapted, it 
is {jt}-predictable. Since it is also uniforrnly bounded on [O, oo) x fi, Theorem 
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VI.37.9(vi) from Rogers and Williams [31] implies that the process 
- 1  k is an {$ ) martingale. Since {[v, (V ) I r )  is continuous, me have 
Thus, in view of (C.3.57), we see that 
- 1  k 
( t  - O R d )  ) - - )  [ (V ) 1 ,  t t [O, T ]  
O 
is a n  ( 3 t )  martingale. Since 
t 
E [ro jr Rds)  d ( W ]  = O, 
it follows that 
Rom ((2.3.55) and (C.3.58) 
We wiU show that 
[q, (v)']t  = l' &(s) ds, t E [O, Tl. 
Assuming this is the case, fkom (C.3.59) and (C.3.60), we get 
hence, in view of the fact that { p t )  is an {&)-martingde, we get 
hence 
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Since {p , )  is corlol, this implies 
thus, from (C.3.42), (C.3.43), and (C.3.62) we get 
which is (C.3.27). Since this holds for all 4 E Cr(P), which is convergence 
determining, it follows t hat (6;) is actually continuous (cf .  Remark 2 -4.14). 
To complete the proof, it remains to establish (C.3.60) For each n = 1 , 2 , .  . . 6u 
some g, E Cr (IR) with 
and put 
By (C.3.44) and (C.3.47) we have 
Also put 
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Since T, is an 1%)-stoppùig time, it foUows from the optional stopping theorem 
(with @ = an in ((2.3.41)) that the process 
is an {.Ft}-martingale. From (C.3.68) and (C.3.42) we have 
t ATn t AT, 
= Mn (t)  + [JI ( )  ü ( 4  d - ( (CO) ds ( ) (C-3-69) > 1 
By Lemma D.3.142 it follows that the process 
is an {Ft)-martingale, hence the seccric! t e n n  on the RHS of (C.3.69) is a continuous 
{%)-martingale. Since {&In (t) } is a corlol {&)-martingale, we see from ((23.69) 
that 
is a cor101 {Ft} martingale for n = 3,4,  . . . Thus 
is a corlol {SI-local martingale, whence (C.3.60) follows by the uniqueness of 
h f  mt- 17 
Lemma C.3.113. Suppose that Condition AII holds (see Remark 5-1-76). Let 
( f i , , ,  ) be a complete filtered probability space on vhich is defied some 
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P(Rd*)-ualued, corlol, {yt)-adapted process (6,) which solves the martingale prob- 
lem for X(CA , Ba, hA). 1f I>(ûo(IEd) = 1) = 1, then 
P(fi,(Etd) = 1, Vt E [O, TI) = 1. (C.3.70) 
Proof. Fix some 4 E cr(IRd) such that @(x) = 1 for 1x1 5 1, and for every n E N 
let 
Fïx H E CC (R) such that 
and put 
Since #n E D(CA, B ~ ) ,  we see that @, E D ( X ( t A ,  BA, hh) ) ,  and 
By (C.3.72) the process 
is an {FF)-martinga~e. Since the paths of { f i t )  are corlol, by the Lèvy's "backward" 
theorem, {Np) is also an {?k}-martingale. Let 
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Lemma C.3.114(i) for every k E N the set Adk is open in ~ ( l W d ' ) ,  the 
( ~ 4 ) ~ ~ ~  is a sequence of {F&)-stopping times, with 
Put T"= %+, T ' ,  and observe that for every k E N the limit 
- k  - - iim fitATm 
" - m+m (C.3.74) 
exists in P(Etd*). Also observe that for every k E N, w E a, t E [O, T) we have 
Fix some t E [O, T). Using the fact that for every n E N the process {NF} is a 
cor101 {3&}-martingale, we get 
and, by the optional stopping theorem, 
By letting m + m in (C.3.77), and using the dominated convergence theorem me 
get (recall (C.3.74)) 
P - k  
E [ ~ t  On] = EP [ f i~$n]  + EP ( A n )  , W E  [O,T), k, n€N. 1 
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by letting n + w in ((2.3.78) and using the dominated convergence theorem we get 
~ ' [ j î , : ( l R ~ ) ]  = fi^(^^)], b'k E M. (C.3.79) 
Since p(fi0(IEtd) = 1) = 1, from ((2.3.79) me get 
while from ((2.3.76) 
To complete the proof, we exploit the structure of the stopping times T" .Fixing 
some k E N, we observe by ((2.3.75) and (C.3.80) that 
which, by the definition of T< implies 
Since t E [O, T) is arbitrary and 
this implies 
which together with (C.3.81) implies 
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Together with (C.3.73) this in turn implies 
as required. 
Lemma C.3.114. Let 
(9 for every n E N, the set Mn is open in p(IRd*); 
(ii) the set M is homeomorphic to 'P(Rd). 
Proof. To establish the first statement, we Eu n E N and show that the set 
is closed in p(IRd*). To this end, £k a sequence (p,)F==, c N converging weakly to 
some p E P(Rd*), and observe that, since {A) is closed in IEd*, by the Portmanteau 
theorem (e-g. Theorem 3.3.1 of Ethier and Kurtz [8]), me have 
Therefore, ~ ( ( 4 ) )  2 l/n, which implies p E N, hence the closedness of N. 
The second claim is immediate consequence of the definition of weak convergence 
(see Remark D. 1.1 17) and the definition of M. Cl 
Appendix D 
Background Mat erial 
D. l  Convergence of Measures in Metric Spaces 
Throughout this section (E, U )  is a Polish space, that is, a topological space home- 
omorphic to a complete separable metric space. 
Definition D.1.115. The weak topology 7 on M+(E) is generated by the subbase 
Remark D. 1.116. Since E is a Polish space, it can be established that ( M+ (E), '7-) 
is also a Polish space (see Prohorov [29]). We s h d  usually mite M f  (E) in place 
of ( M f  (E), 7). It is also straightfomard to check that P(E)  is a closed set in 
M+(E).  
Remark D.1.117. From Definition D.1.115 it follows that the sequence (pn),),m=, c
M'(E) converges weakly to p E Mf (E) i£F 
for every f E Ç(E) .  
Remark D.1.118. Using the fact that E is Polish, in view of Remark D.1.116 
we see that in order to  show that a set II c F ( E )  is relatively compact, it is 
enough to show that I is sequentially relativek compact, namely that each sequence 
( p n ) l i  C II contains a convergent subsequence (in P(E) ) .  
Definition D. 1.119. Let (XA)xE,l be a collection of mappings fiom (possibly dif- 
ferent) probability spaces ( a A ,  FA,  Px) into E. We say that the collection ( X , \ ) A ~ ~  
is relatively compact if the collection of probability measures (L(XA)A,=~ C P ( E )  is 
relatively compact. 
Remark D.1.120. For a sequence of mappings ( X n ) E o  defined on (possibly dif- 
ferent) probability spaces (Rn, Fn, P,) taking values in E we say that (-X,):=, 
converges weakly t o  Xo if 
(in the literature this is frequently denoted by X, + Xo)  When there is no 
possibility of confusion, we shorten the notation to 
Definition D. 1.121. The set M c C(E)  separates points in E when the equality 
for some x, y E E, implies x = y. 
Definition D.1.122. The set M c C ( E )  is separating when the equality 
Pf = Qf, Yf E M ,  
for some P, Q E P ( E )  , implies P = Q. 
Definition D.1.123. The set M c C ( E )  is separating for M+(E) when the equal- 
ity 
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for some p, v E Mf (E), implies p = v. 
Remark D.1.124. We see that, if 1M c C(E)  is separating for Mf (E), then of 
course M is separating; and, if M is separating, then M separates points in E. 
Definition 23.1.125. The set M C C ( E )  is said to strongly separate points in E 
when the convergence 
for some sequence ( x n ) S  C E, implies 1% x, = xo. 
Definition D.1.126. A set M C C(E)  is cdled convergence determinzng when 
the convergence 
for some sequence (Pn)r=o c P ( E ) ,  implies weak convergence of (P,)r=P=, to Po. 
Definition D.1.127. A set M c C ( E )  is called convergence detennznzng for 
M f  ( E )  when the convergence 
for some sequence (p,)F=-, c Mf (E), implies weak convergence of (pn)r=P=, to PO- 
Remark D.1.128. We see that, if M c C ( E )  is convergence determining for 
M f  (E), then of course Ad is convergence determining. Moreover, if M is conver- 
gence determining, it also strongly separates points in E. 
Fact D.1.129. The  set of fvnctions C?(lRd) i s  (i) convergence determining, and 
(ii) sepamting for Mf (Rd). 
Proof. (i) It follows kom Fact D.3.144 and Lemma D.3.143 that Cr(IRd) is conver- 
gence determining. (ii) follows £iom Problem 5.4.25 on page 325 of ICaxatzas and 
Shreve [16]. O 
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Definition D.1.130. We Say that a f d y  of probability measures I C P(E)  
is relatévely compact if each sequence (Pn)zl C II contains a weakly convergent 
subsequence- 
Next, we present a pair of theorems that, when coupled together, provide a veq  
powerful method for establishg relative compactness of a sequence of continuous 
processes taking values in a general complete and separable metric space. These 
results are simplified versions of, respectively, Theorem 3.9.1 and Theorem 3.9.4 of 
Ethier and Kurtz [a]. Under slightly different conditions the second result was also 
given in Jakubowski [14]. 
Remark D.1.131. Ethier and Kurtz [8] give both results in the diEerent setting 
in which all processes under consideration are corlol, rather than continuous- Since 
CEIO, CU) is a closed subset of DEIO, CG) (see e.g. Problem 3.1 1.25 (c) of Ethier and 
Kurtz [8]), the continuous case we treat follows easily from their more general results 
by the Portmanteau theorem (eg.  Theorem 3.1.1 of Ethier and Kurtz [8]). 
Theorem D.1.132. Let ( E ,  r )  be complete and separable, and let {X;, t E [O,  00)) 
be a processes with sample paths in CEIO, CG) defined on some probability space 
(Rn ,  P,  Pn),  for n = 1 , 2 , .  . . . Suppose that the following compact containment 
condition holds: for every 7) > O and q E ( O ,  CQ) there there ens t s  a compact set 
KT, c E such that 
Let U be a dense subset of C ( E )  in the topology of î m z f o m  convergence on  compact 
sets. Then, if { L ( f  ( X n ) ) ,  n E H} is relatively compact in P(CRIO, cm)) for every 
f E U ,  the sequence { L ( X n ) ,  n E IV) i s  relatively compact in P(CEIO, ca)). 
Theorem D.1.133. Let E be a rnetn'c space, and let {XF, t E [O, a)}, n E H be a 
sequence of processes with sample paths in CEIO, oo) such that each {XF) is defined 
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o n  a filtered probability space (Cln: F, {e), Pn)  and adapted to the filtration {e}. 
Let Ca be a subalgebra of C ( E )  such that for every q > O there ezists a sequence of 
Et2 -valued {e) -progressively rneasurable processes ((UF, yn), t E [O, co) }, n E N, 
with 
2. for every n E N the Procas U; - 5,' Kn d l  t [O, m) zs an {e) -martingale; 




Then the sequence { f ( 4 ( X n ) ) ,  n E N) 2s relatively compact in  P(CRIOl 00)) for 
every 4 E Ca. 
D.2 Martingale Problem 
The Martingale Problem was originally formulated in the context of finite-dimensional 
diffusion processes by Stroock and Varadhan [35]. Here, following Ethier and Kurtz 
[8], me present a more general formulation which is essential for nonlinear filtering. 
Definition D.2.134. Suppose that (El r) is a metric space, p E P ( E )  is a prob- 
ability measure, and that (A, D ( A ) )  is some (not necessarily linear) operator from 
some domain D(A)  c B (E) into B (E) . Then an E-valued process { X t  , t E [O, a)} 
dehed  on a probability space (n, 7, P) is a solution of the martingale problem for 
(JI? P )  if 
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2. there is a fitration { T t )  in 3 such that {(X,, Ft))  is progressively measurable; 
3. for each f E V ( A )  the process 
If the initial measure is not important, we simply Say that { X t )  solues the maltan- 
gale problern for A.. 
Remark D.2.135. In many instances the solution {A-t} of the martingale problem 
has corlol (or even continuous) pathç, in which case the filtration (4) in Definition 
D.2.134 c m  be taken as Ft := o{X,, O 5 s < t ) .  
Remark D.2.136. Suppose that ( E r ) ,  p. and (A,V(JL)) are as in DeEnition 
D.2.134. Then a probability measure P E P(DEIO, 00)) [P E P(CEIO, oo))] is called 
a solution of the martingale problem for (A, p) when the conditions of Definition 
D.2.134 hold, with { X , )  denoting the canonical process on DEIO, CO) [CE[O, cm)] 
and 
Ft := o{X,, O 5 s 5 t). 
Definition D.2.137. The martingale problem for A is said to be ve l l  posed if, for 
each p E P(E) ,  the following hoId: 
1. There exists a solution of the martingale problem for (A, p ) ;  
2. Any two solutions of the martingale problem for (A, p)  have identical finite- 
dimensional distribut ions. 
Theorem D.2.138 (Theorem 2.1 of Bhatt and Karandikar [2 ] ) .  Suppose that 
E i s  a compbte separable metn'c space, and A c C ( E )  x B(E)  is a linear operator 
with domuin V(A)  having the following properties: 
1. the corlol martingale problern for ( J I ,  &) i s  well-posed for each x E E; 
2. there &sts a countable set 23 c V(A) such that {( f ,A f )  : f E V ( A ) }  is  a 
subset of the bp-closure of {( f, A f )  : f E 23). 
Then  the corlol martingale problem for J I  i s  well-posed. 
Definition D.2.139. Suppose that E is a metnc space. An operator (A, D(S1)) 
on B(E)  ( that is, A c B(E)  x B(E) )  is cded consemative when (1, O )  is contauied 
in the bp-closure of (the graph of) J I .  
Theorem D.2.140 (Theorem 4.3.8 of Ethier and Kurtz [8] ) .  Let ( Ê J )  be a 
metn'c space and let A C B ( E )  x B(Ê) .  Let E c Ê be open, and suppose that { X t )  
i s  a solution of the martingale problem for A with corlol sample paths. Suppose 
(xE, O )  i s  in the bp-closure of A n (C(Ê) x B(Ê)). If P({Xo E E ) )  = 1, then 
P({X E DEIO, 00))) = 1. i. e. {X , )  is E-valued with corlol sample paths a.s. 
Theorem D.2.141 (Theorem 4.8.10 of Ethier and Kurtz [8]). Let ( E ,  r )  be 
complete and separable metric space. Let A c C(E)  x C (E)  and v E P(E) ,  and 
suppose the following: 
1. uniqueness holds for the CEIO, ca) martingale problem for (A,  y ) ;  
P for each n E N there is a continuous E-uabed adapted process {Xr , t E [O, oo) } 
o n  a filtered probability space (an, P, {TI, Pn) ; 
3. the sequence { L ( X n ) ;  n E N) zs relatzvely compact in P(C,[O, CO)); 
4. the sequence L(X,") converges to Y in P(E) ;  
5. for each ( f ,  g )  E A, T E [O,  oo), and n E N, there ezists a pair {(U;, v)) of 
real-ualued processes defined on (Cln, 3" , Pn) that  are progressively measurable 
with respect to {.77), such that 
Un (t) - JO Vn ( s )  d~ is an (71) -martingale V n  E N, 
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and 
Then them exists a solution { X t )  of the CEIO, CO) martingale problem for (A, y ) ,  
and L ( X n )  converges to L(X) in P(CE [O, 00)).  
D .3 Miscellaneous Technical Results 
Lernma D.3.142 (Problem 2.9.22 of Ethier and Kurtz [8] ) .  Let { X t ,  t E [O, 00)) 
and {x, t E [O,  CO)} be processes o n  a filtered probability space (a, F, { F t ) ,  P )  such 
that {X,) zs IFt)-martingale and {Y,) is {Ft)-adapted. Then,  i f  
E [Jrt I X ~ Y , I  dsl  < m, 4 E [O, al), 
_I 
the process 
Proof. First note that, since {IXt I ,  t [O, 00)) is a submartingale, we have 
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Therefore, by the Fubini's theorem for conditional expect ations (e-g .  Proposition 
2.4.6 of Ethier and Kurtz [8]) we have a s  for every t > s 
X,Y, du - 1 E[X,Y,lF,] du. 
(D.3.5) 
But, since ( X t )  is an CFt}-martingale 
whence from (D.3.5) 
Lemma D.3.143 (Problem 3.11.11 of Ethier and Kurtz [SI). Let E be locally 
compact separable rnetric space. Then M C C(E)  is convergence detennining iff 
M is dense in C ( E )  in the supremum n o m .  
Proof. Since M c C ( E )  ;the necessity is trivial. For sficiency, LY some ( P n ) g o  c 
P ( E )  such that 
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and let E > O, f E C ( E )  be arbitrary. Since M is dense in C(E) ,  there existç g E M 
such that 
Ilf - dl < €12- (D.3.7) 
in view of (D.3.6) and (D.3.7) we get 
Therefore, since E > O is arbitrary, we have 
whence the result follows as C ( E )  i s  convergence determining (see Proposition 3.4.4 
of Ethier and Kurtz [8]). O 
Fact D.3.144. The set C':(Rd) i s  dense i n  6(lkd) in the supremum n o m .  
Proof. Since CC(R~) is an algebra which separates points and vanishes nowhere, 
the result follows by the Stone-Weierstrass theorem (see Theorem 4.52 of Folland 
W) - 0 
Lemma D.3.145 (Problem 2.9.29 of Ethier and Kurtz [8]). Let E be a met- 
ric space and let 
{X,, t E [O,w)) be a right-continuous E-valued process on  a filtered pmbabzlzty 
space (R ,  3, { f i } ,  P )  , adapted to {Ft ). Let f, g ,  h E B(E)  be such that 
r t 
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and 
are {Ft ) -martingales. Then 
Proof. Let us for tnro processes {Ut) and {K) mite 62 if Ut - is an {F')- 
martingale. First cote that it is enough to  show that (D.3.9) holds with the mar- 
thgaie := fiIf (t)  - f (X(0) ), t E [O, CO) in place of il.!, as 
lq (t) = ~ ; ( t )  - 2f (X(0)) Mf (t) + f ( ~ ( 0 ) )  2 ~ : ( t ) .  (D.3.10) 
By Lemma D.3.142, we have 
Using the fact that the process in (D.3.8) is an {&)-martingale, fiom (D.3.11) we 
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But integration by parts gives 
Lemma D.3.146 (Problern 4.11.12 of Ethier and Kurtz [8]). Consider the dif- 
fusion operator 
where aij, 1 5 i, j 5 d and &, 1 5 j 5 d are Borel measurable fvnctions satisfying 
for some constant C E [O, w). Let g E C?(IEXd) be such that lfgll = 1, g(x) = 1 for 
1x1 5 1, and g(x) = O for 1x1 2 2 ,  and put 
bP-lim (gn, A&) = (1, O), 
n+oo 
Proof. We have 
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and so, since JLgk(x) = 0, Vlxl < k, it follows that 
Furthemore, by (D.3-13) for every k E N 
so, from the fact that 
we get 
Thus, the result follows from (D.3.14), (D.3.15), and the fact that sup, llgkll < 
Lemma D.3.147. Suppose v is a finite signed meusure o n  S ,  and for some g E 
Cl*' (Rd x S )  let 
Then 4 E c'(EXd), and 
Proof. This is essentially Theorem 2.27 of Folland [9]: one has to split v using 
the Hahn decomposition, and then apply the theorem separately to the integrals 
corresponding to the positive and negative parts of v. O 
The next result is easily established using the Dynkin class theorem: 
Lemma D.3.148 (Problem 1.5.7 of Stroock and Varadhan [35]). Suppose 
that (a, F, P )  is  a probability space, Ç c F is a conditioning sub-O-algebra, ( M ,  M )  
is  a measurable space, and : R x hl + IR is  F x M-measurable, such that 
sup E IW, YI < C a -  
yEh1 
Then there exists a Ç x M-measurable mapping @ : Q x M -+ R such that, f o r  each 
y E M ,  we have 
In addition, suppose that (6 : Ci -t M is Ç/M-measurable, and put 
Appendix E 
Glossary of Notation and 
Terminology 
Let (E, r )  be a separable metric space with the corresponding Borel a-algebra B(E) ,  
let (n, 3, P) be a probability space, and let T E (0, oo) be lixed. We adopt the 
following notation: 
I Designated Collections of Real-Valued E'unctions 
B ( E )  Banach space of all real-valued uniformly bounded, B(E)-measurable 
functions, with the supremum norm: 11 f 11 = supZEE 1 f (x)1, Vf 'f E ( E ) .  
w) Banach space of al1 bounded continuous real-valued functions on E 
with the supremum norm. 
C ( E )  Banach space of all continuous red-valued functions vanishing at 
infini% with the supremum n o m  (defined for locally compact E). 
CSE)  set of all continuous real-valued functions on E with compact support. 
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Cn (Rd) set of continuous real-valued functions on Rd having 
continuous derivatives of every order up to some integet n 2 1. 
CF (Rd d) collection of all infinitely differentiable functions in C',[Rd). 
Czp(p x E) space of d l  continuous rd-valued functions on Rd x E with compact 
support and whose all n-th order partial derivatives with respect to 
the £irst co-ordinate exist and are continuous- 
II Designated Collections of Path Spaces 
CE [O, T] space of continuous functions j : [O, Tl -+ E, with the topology of 
uniform convergence. 
CE[(), 00) space of continuous functions f : [O, m) -+ E, with the topology of 
unifonn convergence on compacts. 
DE [O, T ]  space of functions f : [O, T ]  -+ E that are right-continuous and have left 
limits equipped with the Skorohod topology. 
space of functions f : [O, cm) -t E that are right-continuous and have 
left limits equipped with the Skorohod topology. 
III Notation For Measures and Integrals 
Mi ( E )  the topological space of al1 all finite positive measures on B ( E )  with the 
topology of weak convergence. 
W E )  the subspace of M'(E) consisting of all probabilzty measures on B(E)  
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with the  topology of weak convergence. 
L(X) the law of the mapping X : i2 ; E, that  is, 
qx)(r) := P ( X  E r), r E B ~ E ) .  
~f the integral o f f  E B(E) with respect to  p f P(E) ,  that is, 
~f := SE f (4 
IV Filtrations Generated by a Process 
Let {X, ,  t E [O, TI} be a given E-valued stochastic process on some cornplete 
probability space (0, F,  P). We denote the collection of al1 P-nul1 events in 3 by 
N(P),  namely 
N(P) := {N E F :  P ( N )  = O), 
and define 
V Miscellaneous Notation and Terminology 
In the context of Euclidean spaces, 1 . 1 will denote the Euclidean norm, 1x1 = 
,/=, vz E Rd 
The one-point compactctification of Rd nriU be denoted by Rd*. 
For the positive integers q, r the symbol Rqxq will denote the set of all q x r matrices 
with real entries. Likewise, S:xq will denote the collection of al1 members of Rqxq 
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that are symmetric positive semidehite, and S c  mill denote all members of S:"' 
that are strictly positive defmite. 
A process {Z,, t E [O, TI), defhed on a probability space (O, F,  P) taking val- 
ues h a metric space E is said to be corlol (continuous-on-right-lirnits-odeft) if 
Z.(W) E DEIO,T], VW € ER. 
If V is a vector space over R and U c V is arbitrary, span(U) will denote the linear 
span of elements in U. 
The symbol V,f will denote the row vector of x-partial derivatives of the fwic- 
tion f ;  if f is ody the function of x, the subscript "x" will be omitted. 
The symbol A will denote the Laplacian operator. 
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